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Long distance, high precision range-finding requires high energy, short duration laser 
pulses that exceed 1 MW peak power, as specified by defence companies. However, eye 
safety is a particularly important consideration for a laser system that will be used 
outdoors. Currently, this is often achieved by frequency shifting the 1064 nm output from 
a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser to the ‘eye-safe’ band (1.5 m to 1.8 m). A 1617 nm or 
1645 nm Er:YAG laser operating on the 4I13/2 to 
4I15/2 transition can satisfy this need 
without additional frequency shifting systems. Although this transition has long been 
used in a variety of erbium-doped gain media, advancements in diode pumping have 
made these lasers more compact and efficient. 
The lower level of the 1.6 m transition in erbium is within the ground state manifold, 
making it a quasi-three-level system, leading to re-absorption from the lower laser level. 
It also suffers from low gain due to Stark splitting of the upper laser level. The gain is 
further reduced by up-conversion that depletes ions from the upper laser level. 
Er:Glass and Er:YAG lasers previously constructed by our research group were useful 
for coherent laser radars (CLR's) and Doppler wind-field mapping. This project aimed 
to build an Er:YAG laser with higher pulse energy and shorter (< 10 ns) pulse duration. 
This was expected to be a serious challenge based on the outcomes of all previous work. 
Our approach was to use a Co-Planar Folded zig-zag Slab (CPFS) architecture to 
provide a sufficiently long path length in the gain medium to compensate for the low 
inherent gain. The CPFS geometry was first demonstrated using Nd:YAG in the mid 
1990’s, but was never previously attempted with Er:YAG. 
In this thesis, I describe the design and construction of Q-switched Er:YAG lasers for 
this purpose, followed by a more powerful cavity-dumped Er:YAG laser. Both lasers 
were resonantly pumped using 1.47 m laser diode bars. To the best of our knowledge 
these are the first CPFS Er:YAG lasers demonstrated. 
 
Our first Q-switched laser produced 15.5 mJ pulses with FWHM duration of less than 
25 ns, corresponding to a peak power of 620 kW, from 60 W peak pump power. The final 
version of the Q-switched laser used a shorter crystal and resonator to reduce the pulse 
duration, and produced 6 mJ pulses with pulse durations of less than 15 ns, but with a 
peak power of only 400 kW. These are the equal shortest duration pulses from an actively 
Q-switched Er:YAG laser at the present time. The results from both lasers are compared 
with the theoretical predictions adapted from a model of the dynamics of a quasi-three-
level laser. These investigations demonstrate the difficulties in building a Q-switched 
Er:YAG laser capable of safely meeting the project requirements. 
This thesis also describes the development and characterisation of a cavity-dumped 
CPFS Er:YAG laser. Cavity-dumped lasers are generally capable of shorter pulse 
durations and can therefore produce higher peak powers. This laser produced 10 mJ 
pulses with 4.5 ns duration, corresponding to a peak power of over 2 MW. This represents 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 Range-finding using LIDAR 
Range-finding of hard targets for military and navigation purposes was among the first 
practical applications of the laser [1][2]. Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) has since 
expanded to include remote sensing of diffuse targets for atmospheric studies [3]. For 
example, coherent LIDAR can be used for wind sensing and cloud studies [4]. In this 
application, the pulsed laser is injection seeded by a single frequency master oscillator to 
yield transform-limited pulses. The radial velocity of the target is then determined from 
the Doppler shift of light back-scattered from dust particles in the moving air [5]. 
Differential Absorption LIDAR (DIAL) is used for the remote detection of gases such 
as methane and carbon dioxide [6]. DIAL works by alternately emitting two pulsed probe 
beams of slightly different wavelength, for which the scatter loss in the atmosphere and 
reflection coefficient of aerosols and dust is the same, except one wavelength is partially 
absorbed by a target gas [7]. The time dependent difference in return signal strength is then 
analysed to determine the range-resolved concentration of the gas. 
Advances in laser development have opened up new applications and possibilities 
thanks to ever-increasing output powers. For laser range-finders designed to be mounted 
on modern weapons platforms, a peak power of 1 MW appears to be the benchmark. 
 
 




A laser “range-finder” measures the “range” or distance D to a target by firing a laser 









where c is the speed of light. The greatest distance measured using this technique is 
the roughly 400,000 km distance to the moon, for which t is around 2.5 seconds. 
For a diffuse or “soft” target, the uncertainty in the measured range D or “range 
resolution/confusion” is determined mainly by the pulse duration : 
 
 ∆𝐷 < 𝑐𝜏 (1.2) 
 
where c is the spatial extent of the pulse, assuming a detector rise time of < /2, so 
short pulses are therefore preferred, provided a wide bandwidth photodetector is used. 
For a “hard” target, the range uncertainty can be reduced by using matched filtering, 
assuming an adequate signal to noise ratio (SNR) for the return pulse. For example, if 
using a matched filter in which the reference shape is that of the transmitted pulse, then 
the centre of the pulse can be determined to less than 5% of the pulse width [8]. 
To prevent confusion, pulses must be distinguishable. One way is to have a system of 
identifying each pulse by means of encoding/decoding the pulse train. This has been done 
using a 40 MHz pulse train from a mode-locked laser, however the 12.5 nJ pulse energy 
limited this system to close range targets [9]. Otherwise each pulse should return to the 
detector before the next one is transmitted. This requires the maximum pulse repetition 
frequency (PRF), denoted by fmax, to be less than the inverse of the time of flight: 
 








For example, if D = 30 km then fmax = 5
 kHz. In practice, the PRF of a laser range-
finder is much lower, in order to allow sufficiently energetic pulses to be produced. 
Ranging a remote target requires a high peak power because the laser pulse invariably 
scatters off the target over a large angle [10]. For a Lambertian scatterer, the intensity of 
back-scattered light varies as the cosine of the angle between the observer-target line and 
the target-scatter line, as shown in Figure 1.1. While the radiance of the surface remains 
unchanged when viewed from any angle and the highest proportion of light per unit area 
is back-scattered, only a small proportion of the transmitted light will be intercepted by 




FIGURE 1.1: Lambertian scattering where I denotes the intensity of the probe beam and 
dA is the area of the scatterer [11]. The highest proportion of light is back-scattered. 
 
In practice this means that a high pulse energy is necessary for range-finding, since a 
fast detector is required to pick up the leading edge of the returning pulse. The detector 
bandwidth is inversely proportional to the rise time, however a large detector bandwidth 
lets in more noise, which reduces the SNR. While a detector with a small noise-equivalent 
power (NEP) is more sensitive, having a lower noise floor, achieving an adequate SNR 
with laser range-finding requires a high energy pulse to begin with. 
 




Since high pulse energies are required, eye safety is a crucial consideration, especially 
for a laser that will be deployed outdoors. The hazard to the eye depends strongly on the 
laser wavelength. The blink reflex provides some protection against visible light, but 
cannot protect the eye from ultraviolet or infrared light. The 1500 – 1800 nm band is 
relatively “eye-safe” because the light is mostly absorbed in the vitreous humour of the 
eyeball before reaching the retina [12]. The maximum permissible exposure (MPE) in 
terms of fluence in this wavelength range is generally over 1000 times that at 1064 nm, 
and a factor of 10 times larger than at 2 m, as shown in Figure 1.2: 
 
FIGURE 1.2: MPE in terms of fluence versus wavelength for different pulse durations. 
Note the significantly higher MPE in the 1500 – 1800 nm wavelength band [13]. 
 
To summarise, a laser range-finding system requires the following characteristics: 
 “Eye-safe” output wavelength between 1500 – 1800 nm 
 High pulse energy and peak power to detect distant targets 
 Short pulse duration to provide high range resolution 




 Eye-safe laser systems 
 Wavelength-shifted systems 
High power Nd:YAG lasers emitting at 1064 nm are a mature technology; for decades 
they have provided a quick and accurate means of measuring distance [14]. Some existing 
laser range-finders frequency-shift the 1064 nm output of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser to 
the eye-safe band using an Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO) [15]. This arrangement is 




FIGURE 1.3: A schematic of an Nd:YAG laser frequency-shifted using an OPO [16]. The 
non-linear crystal converts the pump beam into two beams of longer wavelength (signal 
and idler). 
 
Another wavelength-shifting method is Raman scattering in high pressure methane or 
hydrogen gas to produce 1.54 m pulses [17][18]. Raman wavelength-shifting to 1.49 m 
has also been demonstrated in diamond, with peak output powers exceeding 1 MW [19][20]. 
These approaches can reduce the overall efficiency and increase the bulk and complexity 
of the laser system, which may be a hindrance to field deployment. 
An alternative is to use a gain medium that lases directly in the eye-safe band as 
discussed in §1.2.2. Erbium has transitions in the “eye-safe” band and can be incorporated 
into different host materials, including silica and phosphate glass hosts as discussed in 
§1.2.3 and YAG and other crystalline hosts as discussed in §1.2.4. 




 Erbium laser systems 
Erbium-doped gain media can produce laser output between 1.5 m and 1.7 m. The 
doping level is generally expressed as an atomic percentage (often abbreviated to at.% or 
simply % throughout this thesis unless stated otherwise). The energy levels of a laser 
medium are mostly determined by the electron configuration of the doping ion, with a 
slight influence from the laser host. The spectroscopic properties of an erbium-doped host 
are a direct consequence of these energy levels. 





FIGURE 1.4: The seven lowest energy bands of Er3+ (in YAG) [21]. The pumping scheme 
shown is referred to as resonant or ‘in-band’ pumping. Other pump schemes are discussed 
further in the text. The processes (1) and (2) represent up-conversion, which is discussed 





Erbium lasing at around 1.6 m occurs due to transitions between levels in the two 
lowest bands of energy levels. While the upper laser level has a relatively long 
fluorescence lifetime that helps with energy storage, the lower laser level is very close to 
the ground state. It is thus referred to as a quasi-three-level system, and as will be 
discussed further in Chapter 2, there are several problems: 
 Since the lower laser level is within the ground state manifold, it has a significant 
population density at room temperature, leading to potential re-absorption of laser 
photons. 
 The evenly spaced energy levels result in up-conversion losses due to energy 
transfer between excited Er3+ ions depleting the upper laser level [22]. 
 Erbium has a small upper laser level Boltzmann factor and therefore suffers from 
low gain, compared to Nd:YAG. 
 Erbium has a low absorption cross-section, meaning that high doping and/or long 
absorption length is required. 
All of these problems increase the lasing threshold and reduce overall efficiency. 
Erbium-doped lasers therefore require high reflectivity output coupling mirrors and large 
pump powers to overcome these issues. The heating associated with the inefficiency has 
been overcome to some extent by the development of improved pumping methods. 
Solid-state lasers were initially pumped using flash lamps [23]. While the emitted power 
from a flash lamp is high, it is very spectrally broad, resulting in a poor overlap with the 
absorption bands. This results in low efficiency since most of the incident lamp light is 
not absorbed by the gain medium. It can also cause excess heating which is undesirable 
in most laser hosts. Lamp pumping has largely been surpassed by more efficient pumping 
systems that selectively target various absorption transitions. 
Pumping using narrow-band sources that directly access the upper energy bands is 
inherently more efficient. Absorption at 647 nm (4I15/2  
4F9/2), 790
 nm (4I15/2  
4I9/2) and 
970 nm (4I15/2  
4I11/2) has been exploited 
[24][25]. The latter generally uses co-doping with 
high levels of ytterbium to improve pump absorption at low erbium doping levels, and 
rely on cross-excitation to transfer energy to the erbium (see §1.2.3), compensating for 
the lower absorption cross section at that wavelength [26]. 
 




Resonant pumping, in which the pump and laser transitions occur between energy 
levels in the same two energy manifolds (see Figure 1.4), is the most efficient pumping 
method as it has the smallest quantum defect. There are two approaches: 
 A 1532 nm erbium/ytterbium doped fibre laser (EDFL), which is itself often 
pumped by a 980 nm laser diode [27]. 
 A high power InGaAsP (Indium-Gallium-Arsenide-Phosphorus) laser diode 
emitting at either 1470 nm or 1532 nm. 
 
 Er:Glass lasers 
Er:Glass lasers were initially lamp-pumped, and were co-doped with chromium to 
improve pump absorption [28]. The development of 980 nm laser diodes enabled the 
development of more efficient diode-pumped Er:Glass lasers. Since the absorption cross 
section of erbium is low, high levels of ytterbium dopants were added to increase pump 
absorption, without increasing the erbium doping [29]. These co-doped gain media used an 
energy transfer (ET) process (shown in Figure 1.5) to transfer the ytterbium excitation to 
erbium. This reduced the lasing threshold and up-conversion losses as ytterbium does not 
suffer from up-conversion. 
 
 
FIGURE 1.5: Energy transfer in Er:Yb:Glass using a 980 nm pump [30]. The acronyms are 








FIGURE 1.6: Cross section vs. wavelength for ytterbium compared to erbium (in this case 
in ZBLAN glass) [31]. Note the considerably higher cross section of ytterbium. 
 
An erbium, ytterbium co-doped silica glass solid-state laser emitting at 1.54 m was 
first reported in 1964 [32]. The first Er/Yb co-doped fibre laser was demonstrated in 1986 
and has since been used in erbium doped optical fibre lasers (EDFL) and amplifiers 
(EDFA) for telecommunications systems [33]. Er/Yb co-doped phosphate glass has also 
been used to generate 1.5 m light [34]. Eye-safe Er:ZBLAN (fluoride glass) [35] and 
Er:Tellurite [36] glass laser systems have also been demonstrated. 




Glass is far from an ideal bulk laser host because it has poor thermal conductivity 
compared to crystalline hosts, as shown in Table 1.1. Combined with the high lasing 
threshold of erbium-doped lasers, the thermal gradients resulting from the heating cause 
thermal lensing and the low strength of glass can lead to gain medium fracture. 
Consequently, Er:Glass laser systems are limited to a low PRF [37]. For high average 
power applications, glass has since been supplanted by YAG and other hosts. 
 
 Er:YAG lasers 
Yttrium Aluminium Garnet (Y3Al5O12 or YAG) is a cubic structured crystal that can 
be doped by replacing yttrium atoms with rare earth atoms such as Nd, Er, Yb, Ho or Tm. 
The notable physical properties of YAG are listed in Table 1.1: 
Parameter Er:Glass Er:YAG 
Density 3.0 g cm–3 4.55 g cm–3 
Hardness 5.5 8.25 
Thermal conductivity 0.8 W m–1 K–1 12 W m–1 K–1 
Thermal expansion 9.0 x 10–6 K–1 6.14 x 10–6 K–1 
Refractive index ~1.53 ~1.81 
dn/dT coefficient –5 x 10–6 K–1 7.8 x 10–6 K–1 
Lasing wavelength(s) 1530 – 1550 nm 1617 nm, 1645 nm 
TABLE 1.1: The physical properties of Er:YAG and Er:Glass [37][38]. The exact values for 
glass generally depend on composition. The refractive indices provided are accurate close 
to the lasing wavelengths around 1.6 m and do not vary much in the IR region. 
 
YAG is a better laser host than glass because of its higher thermal conductivity, an 
important consideration for any laser dealing with high average pump powers. The lower 
thermal expansion coefficient compared to glass is also an advantage. The relatively high 
hardness of YAG makes it easier to polish and more resistant to scratching compared to 




laser beam interacts, but can also nucleate fractures and thereby make the gain medium 
vulnerable to damage from high power laser pulses [39]. 
Lasing at 1.64 m in lamp-pumped Er:YAG was first reported in the 1960’s [40], 
however lasing was only achieved with great difficulty and poor efficiency, using low 
temperatures to produce more favourable spectroscopic conditions [41]. The 1645 nm 
emission was identified as a means of sensing methane in 1972 using a lamp-pumped 
laser with an Er/Yb co-doped YAG crystal [42]. 
Other uses for Er:YAG were also explored. For example, room temperature lasing at 
2.94 m in highly doped (30% erbium doping by weight) Er:YAG was first reported in 
1975 [43]. This exploited the up-conversion process to populate the 4I11/2 energy level and 
lases as a four level system using the 4I11/2  
4I13/2 transition. This transition does not 
suffer from re-absorption if pumped at low repetition rates. The 2.94 m output has since 
proven useful for medical and dental applications. 
The early Er:YAG lasers used various erbium doping concentrations and sometimes 
incorporated ytterbium to help with energy transfer, but even so were still inefficient [44]. 
Other crystalline hosts such as Yttrium Lithium Fluoride (YLF) [45], Yttrium Gallium 
Garnet (YGG) [46] and Gadolinium Gallium Garnet (GGG) [47] were also trialled. Various 
“eye-safe” erbium-doped laser systems have since been demonstrated using these hosts. 
As technology improved with improved crystal polishing as well as brighter and more 
efficient pump sources, 1.6 m Er:YAG lasers operating at room temperature were 
commonly reported by the late 1990’s, with steadily increasing output power and 









 Review of Q-switched Er:YAG lasers 
Q-switching is the most commonly used technique for producing energetic laser pulses 
with pulse durations on the order of tens of nanoseconds. This works by rapidly varying 
the resonator quality factor (Q). The resonator has high intra-cavity loss (i.e. low Q) while 
the gain medium is pumped, preventing feedback and allowing a large population 
inversion to build up without it being depleted by lasing. Rapidly decreasing the intra-
cavity loss (switching to high Q) allows lasing to occur, and a giant pulse builds up within 
the resonator, as shown in Figure 1.7. The energy circulating within the resonator emerges 
through an “output coupler” over many round trips of the resonator as a ‘giant’ laser pulse. 
 
 
FIGURE 1.7: Representation of active Q-switching [48]. The gain is equal to one at the peak 
of the pulse, after which the pulse decays. Units and scale on the Y-axis are arbitrary. 
 
There are two types of Q-switching: active and passive. Active Q-switching employs 
either an electro-optic (EOM) or acousto-optic modulator (AOM) to vary the resonator 
loss. An electro-optic Q-switch consists of a Pockels cell (PC), which actively cancels the 
polarisation rotation of a Quarter-wave plate (QWP) [49]. This is sometimes combined 
with a polarising element such as a Brewster window. An AOM Q-switch adjusts the 
diffraction within the modulator, thereby changing the out-coupling losses [49]. The pulse 




Passive Q-switching uses a saturable absorber whose absorption reduces (transmission 
increases) dramatically at high photon flux [50]. It has the advantage of not requiring an 
external control system, but timing jitter can be more problematic and saturable absorbers 
can be more vulnerable to damage at high peak power [51]. 
The performance of selected Q-switched Er:YAG lasers is listed below in Table 1.2: 
Reference [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] 












Q-switch type PC Passive AOM AOM PC 
Wavelength 1645 nm 1617 nm 1645 nm 1617 nm 1617 nm 
Pulse energy 15 mJ 0.23 mJ 10.5 mJ 3.5 mJ 30.5 mJ 
Pulse duration 67 ns 7 ns 27 ns 14.5 ns 20 ns 
Peak power 220 kW 33 kW 390 kW 240 kW 1.52 MW 
Repetition rate 30 Hz 3.8 kHz 20 Hz 1.5 kHz 20 Hz 
TABLE 1.2: Comparison of selected Q-switched Er:YAG lasers. These are described in 
the text on the following pages. All of these lasers used a rod gain medium. 
 
Many Q-switched Er:YAG lasers operate at 1617 nm, which is favoured when high 
population inversions are achieved, as explained in Chapter 2. 
Pumping has generally employed 1532 nm EDFL’s. However 1532 nm laser diodes 
are now available which can simplify pumping systems [57]. These can be spectrally 
narrowed using Bragg gratings to efficiently target the absorption transition [58]. This 
approach was first used in an Er:YAG laser reported in 2012 by M. Wang et. al. that 
produced 11.8 mJ, 81 ns pulses at 100 Hz PRF when Q-switched using an AOM [59]. 
Lasers that can produce short-duration pulses require high round-trip gain and a short 
resonator [60]. Passive Q-switches allow more compact resonators as they occupy less 





This design used a 40 mm long 0.5% Er:YAG rod, end-pumped with a 1470 nm laser 
diode and produced 10.5 mJ pulses of 27 ns duration, corresponding to 390 kW peak 
power at 1645 nm. While this pulse energy would satisfy my requirements, the pulse 
duration was too long. A similar system, also using an AOM, produced 3.5 mJ, 14.5 ns 
pulses at 1.5 kHz repetition rate, corresponding to 240 kW peak power [55]. These are the 
shortest pulses from an actively Q-switched Er:YAG laser so far.  
Other actively Q-switched Er:YAG lasers have produced more energetic pulses with 
higher peak powers but longer duration. The most powerful laser in Table 1.2 was 
reported by Clarkson et. al. [56]. Pumped by an Er;Yb co–doped fibre laser, it yielded pulse 
energies of up to 30.5 mJ at 20 ns duration, corresponding to 1.5 MW peak power. A 




FIGURE 1.10: The 1617 nm Q-switched Er:YAG laser reported by Clarkson et. al. [56]. 
The components labelled are M1 = mirror, IC = input coupler, QWP = Quarter-wave plate, 
BP = Brewster plate, OC = output coupler. 
 




Despite producing energetic pulses due to the high pump power and large round trip 
gain, the resonator round trip time was too long to produce short duration pulses. The 
dielectric coating on the dichroic input coupler was also susceptible to damage at high 
powers, which limited the maximum achievable output pulse energy. 
Previous work done at the University of Adelaide by Nick Chang et al. produced two 
Er:YAG slab lasers [61][62]. The more powerful model was end-pumped using a fast-axis 
collimated 1470 nm laser diode array that was focused into the gain medium using a lens. 
It produced a maximum continuous wave (CW) power output of 6.1 W using 40 W pump 
power, with a slope efficiency of 36%. Q-switching experiments yielded 2.3 mJ pulses of 
100 ns duration at 250 Hz PRF [62]. A schematic of this laser is shown in Figure 1.11: 
   
FIGURE 1.11: Q-switched Er:YAG slab laser constructed at the University of Adelaide. 
The pumped end of the slab required a dichroic coating to transmit pump light, but reflect 
the laser light. This coating was susceptible to damage at high pulse energies. 
 
All of the lasers in Table 1.2 used a rod gain medium. Compared to the Co-Planar 
Folded zig-zag Slab (CPFS) geometry used in this project, the path length within the gain 
medium and therefore gain-length product is lower, which limits the peak power 
achievable. They also require anti-reflective (AR) coatings on the end faces of the rod, 
which increases the vulnerability to damage at high peak powers. 
Based on the results of these previous works, it appears that the combination of high 
pulse energy and short duration required to achieve my project requirements would be a 




 Review of cavity-dumped Q-switched lasers 
Another method of generating short pulses is by using cavity-dumped Q-switching. 
This also works by allowing no feedback until pumping of the gain medium is complete, 
so a large population inversion can build up, and then varying the laser out-coupling using 
either an electro-optical or acousto-optical modulator. The point of difference with cavity-
dumping is that all of the out-coupling is via the Q-switch (the resonator mirrors have 
high reflectivity). Thus the out-coupling fraction can be reduced to 0% once pumping is 
complete, allowing the giant pulse to build up faster. Once this is achieved, all of the 
circulating energy is completely dumped out of the laser by rapidly switching the Q to 
100% out-couple again, ideally in a time less than the resonator round-trip time. This 
produces a short pulse, as represented in Figure 1.12: 
 
FIGURE 1.12: Representation of cavity-dumped resonator timings and laser output [63]. 
 
Technically this is still a form of Q-switching, however for brevity “cavity-dumped Q-
switching” will be referred to as “cavity-dumping” and “cavity-dumped Q-switched 
lasers” will henceforth be referred to as “cavity-dumped lasers” in this thesis. 
Cavity-dumped resonators generally require fast switching electronics. They can also 
be more complicated to align (depending on their design), without always delivering 
greatly superior results. Consequently, less work has been done in this area, even though 
the technique, then known as Q-spoiling, was first reported in 1963 in a ruby laser [64]. 




The performance of selected cavity-dumped laser systems is listed in Table 1.3, only 
one of which uses the Er:YAG gain medium to produce 1.6 m pulses: 
Reference [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] 
Gain medium Nd:YAG Yb:YAG Nd:YAG Tm:YAG Er:YAG 
Q-switch type PC PC PC AOM PC 
Wavelength 1444 nm 1031 nm 1064 nm 2013 nm 1645 nm 
Pulse energy 50
 mJ 4.4 J 40 mJ 3 J 0.22 mJ 
Pulse duration 14
 ns 15 ns 6 ns 54 ns 1.1 ns 
Peak power 3.57
 MW 293 W 6.7 MW 55 W 200 kW 
Repetition rate Unknown 100 kHz 10 Hz 200 kHz 10 kHz 
TABLE 1.3: Comparison of selected cavity-dumped lasers with different gain media. 
 
A cavity-dumped 1031 nm Yb:YAG laser with an optical to optical efficiency of 56% 
was reported by H. Hitotsuya et. al. in 2013, although the output pulse energy was limited 
to less than 5 J as the PRF was 100 kHz [66]. In 2012, a cavity-dumped Nd:YAG laser 
constructed by Y.F. Ma et. al. produced 40 mJ, 6 ns pulses at 10 Hz PRF [67]. It used a 
Pockels cell and thin film polariser (TFP), relying on polarisation dependent reflectivity/ 
transmission to dump the beam. The laser schematic is shown in Figure 1.13: 
 
 




More recently in 2014, G. Cai et al. reported a cavity-dumped 2013 nm Tm:YAG laser 
that produced 595 mW average power with pulses of 54 ns duration, representing 3% 
efficiency from 20 W pump power [68]. They used an acousto–optical modulator to dump 




FIGURE 1.14: Cavity-dumped Tm:YAG laser using an acousto-optical modulator to 
deflect the pulse out [68]. The laser pulse oscillates between the mirrors M1 and M4 in the 
build-up phase before being deflected by the AOM onto M5 and dumped. 
 
One characteristic of using acousto-optical modulation to deflect the beam out of the 
resonator is the switching time, which is limited by the speed of sound in the AOM crystal. 
The minimum pulse duration of 54 ns greatly exceeded the round trip time of the resonator, 
which had an optical path length of 208 mm. The pulse duration was proportional to the 
resonator length and the rise-time of the AOM, and inversely proportional to the 
deflection efficiency of the AOM [68]. 
 




Only one cavity-dumped 1.6 m Er:YAG laser system has been reported so far [69]. A 




FIGURE 1.15: The 1617 nm cavity-dumped Er:YAG laser that produced 0.22 mJ, 1.1 ns 
pulses [69]. The output pulse energy increased to 1.6 mJ after amplification. 
 
This resonator has a ring configuration and uses a Pockels cell to perform cavity-
dumping. The laser was pumped using a 1533 nm erbium-ytterbium doped fibre laser. It 
was injection seeded by a 1617 nm laser diode and used an intra-cavity etalon to ensure 
operation at 1617 nm instead of 1645 nm. 
This shows that a cavity-dumped Er:YAG laser system is a realistic approach for my 
project, offering shorter duration pulses and potentially higher peak powers, however a 







 Thesis overview 
The aim of my PhD project was to build a Q-switched “eye-safe” Er:YAG laser 
capable of producing short duration, high peak power pulses for range-finding and remote 
sensing. The system parameters were specified by BAE Systems as part of an ARC 
Linkage Project, and they called for a pulsed laser with: 
 
 Peak power exceeding 1 MW 
 Pulse energy of 5 to 10 mJ 
 Pulse duration of 5 to 10 ns  
 Repetition rate of 10 to 20 Hz 
 
No previously reported Q-switched Er:YAG lasers have demonstrated such short pulse 
durations, while cavity-dumped Er:YAG lasers have so far been limited to much lower 
pulse energies.  
My initial approach was to construct a Q-switched Er:YAG slab laser emitting at 1617 
or 1645 nm to investigate the shortest pulse duration achievable, since Q-switching is the 
more commonly employed technique and is suitable for most pulsed laser applications. 
The back-up plan was to construct a cavity-dumped Er:YAG laser. 
This thesis will describe the development of this laser, the design of which was 
subsequently adapted in a related project for a methane sensing DIAL system. 
While Er:YAG lases directly in the “eye-safe” part of the spectrum, the spectroscopic 
properties of erbium present many challenges as discussed in Chapter 2. It also promotes 
the use of an end-pumped Co-Planar Folded zig-zag Slab (CPFS) as the crucial measure 
taken to overcome these challenges. This architecture increases the path length of the 
laser beam in the gain medium by a factor of 2√2  to help achieve the higher round trip 
gain required for short-duration pulses. A description of the pump assembly and 
characterisation follows, along with the design of the lens duct. The laser heads used in 
the Q-switched laser prototypes are also described. 




Chapter 3 describes the resonators employed along with the alignment procedure for 
the telescopic resonator. The results of the initial laser tests in gain-switched mode are 
compared to predictions of threshold power and slope efficiency. With 60 W peak pump 
power, it was capable of operating with an output coupler reflectivity of only 40%, 
previously unheard of in Er:YAG lasers. 
Chapter 4 discusses the adaption of the laser to Q-switched operation using the 
combination of a Pockels cell and Quarter-wave plate. The first prototype Q-switched 
laser achieved 15 mJ pulses of duration under 25 ns, among the highest peak power ever 
achieved in Er:YAG lasers. Since shorter pulse durations were required, measures were 
taken to reduce the resonator length, including using a shorter slab. The best result we 
subsequently observed was a 6 mJ pulse of 15 ns duration; for 400 kW peak power. This 
was the equal shortest duration pulse observed in an actively Q-switched Er:YAG laser, 
but it still fell short of project requirements. The slab was also vulnerable to optical 
damage due to the high intra-cavity fluence on the surfaces. 
In order to achieve shorter pulse durations and higher peak powers, cavity-dumping 
was investigated. Chapter 5 reports the trials and results of the cavity-dumping, which 
was able to shorten the pulse duration to approximately equal to the resonator round trip 
time of 4.5 ns. Pulses of up to 10 mJ thereby achieved a > 2 MW peak power. 
Finally, the project outcomes are summarised in Chapter 6 and scope for improvement 




Chapter 2: Laser head 
 
 Introduction 
The requirement for a short-pulsed Er:YAG laser source with high peak power was 
discussed in Chapter 1. It comes with unique challenges due to the spectroscopic 
properties of the Er:YAG gain medium. 
This chapter covers the considerations for the design of an end-pumped Er:YAG slab 
laser and highlights the need to use a CPF slab geometry to overcome the low gain of 
Er:YAG. The spectroscopic properties of the Er:YAG gain medium are examined in 
Section 2.2, including re-absorption and up-conversion. The equations describing the gain 
medium are provided. The optimal erbium doping level is also discussed. This is followed 
by the modelling of a CPFS gain medium using MATLAB simulations in Section 2.3. 
This allowed the parameters for the slab design to be justified. The angles of the Brewster 
faces are also calculated since these determine the resonator layout. The dimensions of 
the initial slab and a shorter version are then provided. The pump assembly, water cooling 
system and characterisation of the pump diode and spectral output are described in 
Section 2.4. It also explains the lens duct design and provides measurements of the 
vertical pump profile. The two laser head designs that were used in the Q-switched laser 
prototypes are shown in Section 2.5. The chapter is concluded in Section 2.6.  
 
 




 Er:YAG spectroscopic properties 
 Energy levels 
The two lowest energy manifolds of Er:YAG are shown in detail in Figure 2.1: 
 
FIGURE 2.1: A detailed diagram of the two lowest energy manifolds along with the most 
common transition wavelengths in Er:YAG [70]. The left hand column of numbers show 
the wavenumbers of the sublevels in cm–1. The right hand column shows the Boltzmann 
factors for the respective levels within each manifold at 300 K. 
 
Er:YAG is referred to as a quasi-three-level system because the lower laser level is 
one of the sublevels in the ground state manifold. 
25 
 
The absorption/emission wavelengths (in nm) are found from the inverse of the 








where li is the wavenumber (cm
–1) of the corresponding sublevel (labelled i). 
The Boltzmann factor (fi) for each sublevel of an energy manifold is the probability 















where h is Planck’s constant (6.63 x 10–34 J s), T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin 
and kB is Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 x 10
–23 J K–1). In this case there is no degeneracy in 
the energy levels since different electron configurations produce different energy levels. 
Virtually all ions will reside in the 4I15/2 ground state manifold in the absence of 
pumping. They will tend to occupy the lowest energy sublevels at low temperatures, but 
will be distributed more evenly across the sublevels at higher temperatures. Unfortunately, 
around 2% of the ground state population resides in the lower laser sublevel at room 









 Pump absorption 
A typical absorption and emission spectrum of Er:YAG is shown in Figure 2.2: 
 
 
FIGURE 2.2: The absorption (solid line) and emission (dashed line) spectrum of Er:YAG 
at room temperature [70]. 
 
The two groups of absorption lines are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. The group centred 
around 1.47 m consists of sixteen possible absorption wavelengths between the four 
lowest sublevels of the 4I15/2 state and the four highest sublevels of the 
4I13/2 state. The 








The slope efficiency of a laser is directly proportional to this figure. Thus it is usually 




The possible absorption wavelengths are listed from shortest to longest in Table 2.1: 
Pump absorption transitions (cm–1) No. of transitions Wavelength 
0  6879 1 1454 nm 
19  6879 1 1458 nm 
0  6818, 57  6879 2 1466 nm 
0  6800, 19  6818, 76  6879 3 1470 nm 
0  6779, 19  6800 2 1475 nm 
19  6779, 57  6818 2 1479 nm 
57  6800, 76  6818 2 1483 nm 
57  6779, 76  6800 2 1487 nm 
76  6779 1 1492 nm 
TABLE 2.1: In-band pump transitions in Er:YAG centred around 1.47 m. Wavelength(s) 
are rounded to the nearest 1 nm. 
 
The large number of absorption wavelengths ranging from 1454 nm to 1492 nm in this 
group facilitate absorption of pump light from 1.47 m laser diodes. These generally have 
a large (10 nm) bandwidth, but can be tuned to maximise absorption. However the 
relatively broad emission spectrum of the diode means that a small proportion of the pump 
power will not be absorbed over any slab length. Er:YAG can also be pumped at 1.53 m 
using an EDFL, but we chose a 1.47 m laser diode for simplicity.  
In the absence of significant depletion of the ground state manifold, the pump is 
exponentially attenuated: 
 
 𝑃𝑡 = 𝑃0𝑒
−𝛼𝑙 (2.4) 
 
where Pt is the transmitted pump power,  is the pump absorption coefficient and l is 
the length. The pump absorption coefficient of 0.5% Er:YAG is around 0.77 cm–1 at these 




wavelengths [70]. This is fairly low and so end-pumping must be used to allow maximum 
absorption of pump light. 
 
 Small signal gain 
The optical gain in a quasi-three-level gain medium such as Er:YAG is determined by 
two processes: stimulated emission and absorption. The small-signal gain is given by: 
 
 𝑔0 = 𝜎𝑒(𝑓2𝑁2 − 𝑓1𝑁1) (2.5) 
 
where e is the stimulated emission cross section for the transition, f2 and f1 are the 
Boltzmann factors for the upper and lower laser sublevels and N2 and N1 are the ion 
population densities of those respective manifolds [72]. This can be thought of as two 
separate terms, with ef2N2 creating laser photons and ef1N1 absorbing them. The small 
signal gain of a laser transition in a quasi-three-level system is less than that in a four-
level system as the population inversion is reduced by the lower level population. 
Both the 1617 nm and 1645 nm transitions have the same upper sublevel; with a 
Boltzmann factor of 0.21, significantly reducing the gain of these transitions. 
If we neglect the population of the higher energy manifolds caused by energy transfer 
up-conversion, and with the simplifying assumption that all the Er3+ ions occupy the two 
lowest energy levels, then N1 + N2 = NC, where NC is the Er
3+ concentration. In this case, 
the small signal gain can be written as: 
 
 𝑔0 = 𝜎𝑒((𝑓1 + 𝑓2)𝑁2 − 𝑓1𝑁𝐶) (2.6) 
 
In addition to reducing the small signal gain, the lower laser level population can also 
introduce re-absorption losses if the gain medium is not pumped to beyond transparency 
where stimulated emission is more likely than stimulated absorption: f2N2 > f1N1 
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Thus, for a quasi-three-level gain medium, it is essential that all regions of the gain 
medium through which the laser mode propagates is pumped to above transparency. The 
transparency condition (g0 = 0) for each lasing wavelength is given by: 
 





where Ntr is the minimum N2 population density required for transparency. Ntr is nearly 
10% of NC for 1645
 nm lasing and nearly 15% for 1617 nm lasing, assuming the gain 
medium is in thermal equilibrium at 300 K. 
 
 Energy transfer up-conversion 
Energy Transfer Up-conversion (ETU) is a cross-relaxation process where two nearby 
excited erbium ions exchange energy; one moves up and the other moves down. This 
occurs in Er:YAG since the energy levels are almost evenly spaced [73]. One of the ETU 




FIGURE 2.3: A depiction of up-conversion in the lower energy levels of Er:YAG. This 
populates the 4I9/2 and 
4I15/2 levels, but depletes the 
4I13/2 level of both ions. 
 
ETU thus reduces the upper state population density and populates higher energy 
levels of Er:YAG. 




The ETU processes for Er:YAG are as follows: 
 4I13/2 + 4I13/2  4I9/2 + 4I15/2 
 4I11/2 + 4I11/2  2H11/2 + 4I15/2 
The second process leads to a green glow during pumping, resulting from transitions 
from the 4S3/2 level to the ground state
 [74]. 
The rate at which ETU depletes the upper state population is proportional to the square 
of the upper state ion concentration [75]. Therefore, gain media with lower erbium 
concentrations, which have a smaller upper state population at transparency, are preferred. 
The most common Er3+ doping concentrations are 0.25% and 0.5%. Experiments with 
higher erbium concentrations show a strong decrease in 1.6 m laser efficiency, due to 
higher threshold power and lower slope efficiency [76]. Reviewing previous work in this 
field indicates that 0.25% erbium doping is often used as a means of reducing up-
conversion losses. However, to provide a balance between adequate pump absorption in 
a small slab size and limited up-conversion, a doping level of 0.5% was chosen. 
The up-conversion parameter for the first process listed above is thought to be directly 
proportional to the doping concentration [77]. This has been measured at between 5.0 and 
8.0 x 10–18 cm3 s–1 for 1.0% Er:YAG [76][78]. A Cup value of 3.6 x 10
–18 cm3 s–1 for 0.5% 
Er:YAG will be used, based on the results of Kim et. al. with 1% Er:YAG [79]. 
 
 Lasing wavelength 
There are twelve possible emission wavelengths according to Figure 2.1: the shortest 
wavelengths are four transitions around 1617 nm and the longest wavelength is 1673 nm, 
according to Eqn. (2.1). These correspond to the emission spectrum in Figure 2.2. 
The two reported lasing wavelengths of 1617 nm and 1645 nm are the transitions with 
the highest stimulated emission cross sections, listed in Table 2.2 [80]. The preferred 
wavelength is largely determined by the population inversion. While both transitions 
share the same upper laser level, the 1617 nm transition has a higher lasing threshold due 
to increased re-absorption loss from the higher population density of the lower laser level. 
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However, as it has a higher stimulated emission cross section than the 1645 nm transition 
at room temperature, it will lase at a sufficiently high inversion density. 
Parameter Symbol Value 
Doping concentration NC 7.0 x 10
19 cm–3 
Upper level lifetime f 0.0068
 s 
Upper Boltzmann factor f2 0.21 
1617 nm cross section 1617 3.2 x 10
–20 cm2 
1617 nm Boltzmann factor f1(1617) 0.036 
1645 nm cross section 1645 2.7 x 10
–20 cm2 
1645 nm Boltzmann factor f1(1645) 0.022 
Up-conversion parameter Cup 3.6 x 10
–18 cm3 s–1 
TABLE 2.2: The spectroscopic parameters of 0.5% Er:YAG at 300 K [79][80]. 
 
All other loss factors being equal, the 1617 nm transition will be favoured when its 
small signal gain exceeds that of the 1645 nm transition: 
 
 𝜎1617(𝑓2𝑁2 − 𝑓1(1617)𝑁1)  >  𝜎1645(𝑓2𝑁2 − 𝑓1(1645)𝑁1) (2.8) 
 
Using the N1 = NC – N2 approximation, this can be re-arranged to: 
 
 𝑁2 > 𝑁𝐶 (
𝜎1617(𝑓1(1617)) − 𝜎1645(𝑓1(1645))
𝜎1617(𝑓1 + 𝑓2)1617 − 𝜎1645(𝑓1 + 𝑓2)1645
) (2.9) 
 
Substituting in the parameter values indicates that N2 must exceed 35% of NC for the 
1617 nm transition to be favoured over the 1645 nm transition. 




 Rate equations 

























































where Wp is the pump rate, Cup is the up-conversion parameter for the N2 energy level, 
and N3 and N4 are the populations of the 
4I11/2 and 
4I9/2 levels respectively. 
The fluorescence lifetime 𝜏𝑓  of the upper laser level at low population densities is 
around 6.8 ms, however ETU reduces the effective fluorescence lifetime of this level [82]. 
The other lifetimes in the equations above are listed in Table 2.3: 
Symbol 31 32 41 42 43 
Value (ms) 8.5 67 20 18 0.006 
TABLE 2.3: Approximate lifetimes of the excited states of erbium ions in YAG [83]. 
 
These equations were used in MATLAB code to model the behaviour of the Er:YAG 
laser gain medium. 
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 Gain medium 
The Er:YAG lasers discussed in Chapter 1 used a rod architecture. Our gain medium 
is based on the Co-Planar Folded zig-zag Slab (CPFS) design that was first developed by 
J. Richards and A. McInnes [84]. This offers a longer path length for a given pump 
absorption length, providing a larger gain-length product. The disadvantage of using a 
CPF slab is that the resonator round trip time is also increased, along with the slab loss 
because each TIR bounce is not 100% reflective. The results of the modelling are reported 
in §2.3.2 and the long and short slabs are described in §2.3.3 and §2.3.4 respectively. 
 
 CPF slab architecture 
A schematic of the CPF slab is shown in Figure 2.4. The entry and exit faces are 
Brewster-angled and thus the CPF slab does not require optical coatings. 
A CPF slab with a 45o internal bounce angle increases the path length of the beam in 
the slab by a factor of 2√2 compared to a rod gain medium, without increasing the length 






FIGURE 2.4: Comparison between a single pass of a laser beam through a conventional 
slab (top) and a CPF slab (bottom) of the same length. 




There were several competing considerations when designing the CPF slab. It must be 
long enough to absorb most of the pump light and provide high gain to allow high energy, 
short duration laser pulses, while being short enough to minimise the slab loss and the 
resonator round trip time. 
The round trip gain G achieved after a double pass of the slab is given by: 
 
 𝐺 = 𝑒2𝑔𝑜𝐿 (2.11) 
 
where L is the physical path length of the laser beam for a single pass of the slab. This 
is equal to the slab length for lasers using a rod gain medium and many slab lasers, unless 
they use a zig-zag geometry. A higher round trip gain helps make pulses shorter. 
 
 MATLAB modelling 
We designed a CPF slab based on MATLAB simulations of a 0.5% Er:YAG gain 
medium, taking into account pump power, slab length and width. These programs had 
previously been used to design other Er:YAG slab lasers built by our research group, and 
are provided in Appendix C1. They calculated theoretical round trip gain, stored energy 
and pump absorption from the slab length and pump intensity. 
The following simulations use 20 W end pumping because this was anticipated to be 
the maximum CW pump power available from a 1470 nm laser diode. Then they are 








A plot of the round trip gain for 20 W incident pump power vs. slab length and pumped 




FIGURE 2.5: Round trip gain vs. slab length and pumped area for 20 W pump power. 
 
This shows that a higher gain is achieved with a smaller pump area, and maximised 
with a 3.5 cm slab length when using 20 W pump power. While a longer slab would 
increase pump absorption (see Figure 2.7), it does not provide extra gain since the pump 
attenuation along the slab prevents a population inversion from being created. 
Another consideration is the energy storage, which requires both a large upper level 
population density and pumped volume. A large upper level population density requires 
a higher pump intensity, which favours a smaller pumped volume. Based on these 
simulations, we estimated the optimum slab length to be around 3.5 cm, with a pumped 
area of 1.2 mm2 to maximise stored energy. Since the height of the pumped region was 
0.6 mm (see §2.4.6), we chose a slab width of 2.0 mm. This would allow a high pump 
intensity and large population inversion, while we knew that higher peak pump powers 
would be available under pulsed pump conditions. 




A plot of the round trip gain for 50 W incident pump power vs. slab length and pumped 




FIGURE 2.6: Round trip gain vs. slab length and pumped area for 50 W pump power. 
 
The round trip gain approaches 7-9 for the chosen slab dimensions, indicating that the 
laser could easily produce sufficiently energetic pulses with a R = 40% output coupler, 
even after including additional intra-cavity losses. The reason for using such a low 








The plot of transmitted pump power for 20 W incident pump power as a function of 




FIGURE 2.7: Transmitted pump vs. slab length and pumped area for 20 W pump power. 
 
A smaller slab width and pumped area corresponds to a higher pump intensity, which 
can deplete the lower energy levels, resulting in less absorption. However the main factor 
in pump absorption is the slab length and doping. The above plot indicates that a 2 cm 
long 0.5% Er:YAG slab will absorb about 60% of the pump power, which rises to around 
80% for a 3.5 cm slab. However, both figures are subject to pump wavelength tuning. 
The height of the slab was the least important parameter, and was chosen to be 4 mm, 
although in hindsight a slab of lower height would have been easier to position without 
toppling over due to the high centre of mass. 
Once the approximate slab dimensions were decided on, the slab nose was designed 
using the refractive index of YAG at the lasing wavelength to calculate the correct 
shoulder angle for minimal loss at the entry and exit faces. 




The refractive index of YAG is 1.813 at 1645 nm. The wavelength dependence of the 
refractive index is covered in Appendix F. The critical angle is given by: 
 




) ≈ 33.5° (2.12) 
 
This is considerably less than the 45o bounce angle inside the slab. 
 
 Long slab 
The Er:YAG gain medium with a doping concentration of 0.5% was sourced from 
Scientific Materials (USA). Slab cutting and polishing was performed by BAE Systems 
Australia (Holden Hill). The full dimensions of this slab were 35.6 mm long x 2.0 mm 
wide x 4.0 mm high. The laser mode follows a folded zig-zag path, with 35 TIR bounces 
(at 45o) on the slab sides and end face. A diagram of the slab is shown in Figure 2.8: 
 
 
FIGURE 2.8: 3D view of the long Er:YAG CPF slab used in my first Q-switched laser. 
 
The surface flatness was specified to the highest quality, /20, due to the large number 
of TIR bounces while the scratch/dig was specified to 10/5, the highest quality available. 
This is necessary to minimise loss and reduce the risk of damage at high power. The top 
and bottom surfaces were fine ground. A technical drawing is provided in Appendix B1. 
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The slab entry and exit faces are Brewster angled for minimal loss of -polarisation, 
the angle being dictated by the refractive index of the slab: 
 
 𝜃𝐵 = arctan (𝑛) = 61.1
o (2.13) 
 
The incident angles of the beam inside and outside the slab sum to 90o. The shoulder 
angle must therefore be 61.1o – 45o = 16.1o (see Figure 2.9). This eliminates the 
requirement for dielectric coatings, which are vulnerable to damage at high power and 
difficult to apply to small surfaces. This makes the laser mode -polarised (with the 
electric field in the plane of incidence) for minimal loss at the Brewster faces. 
The final consideration of the slab design was the clear aperture of the Brewster faces. 




FIGURE 2.9: Top view of the nose of each slab showing the Brewster angled faces. The 
red lines represent the centre of the beam, with the orange lines being the maximum extent 
of the beam. The slab nose was intended to be no larger than the latter. 
 




These would restrict the dimensions of the laser mode in the horizontal direction. This 
constrained the horizontal extent of the beam inside the slab to be 1.4 mm and outside the 
slab to a diameter of 0.78 mm and therefore a maximum beam radius of 0.39 mm. 
The hard aperture can be used to control the mode content in the horizontal direction: 
if the fundamental mode has a radius of ~60% of 0.39 mm, then clipping losses for the 
fundamental will be negligible while those for higher-order modes will prevent lasing in 
those modes. The nose length was kept as short as possible, which was intended to reduce 
the likelihood of parasitic lasing [85]. 
 
 Short slab 
The Q-switched test results of the long slab, presented in §4.3.2, showed that the Q-
switched pulse durations were too long to meet the project requirements. Thus, a shorter 
slab was designed with 20 mm long sides and 21.6 mm total length. There were 10 TIR 
bounces per side (21 total). The slab width, height and nose dimensions remained 
unchanged. The shorter gain length ultimately reduced the maximum attainable pulse 












 Pump assembly 
A picture of the complete pump module is shown below in Figure 2.10. 
 
FIGURE 2.10: Mounting of the pump diode (the gold package) on the water-cooled copper 
block. The black mount is the tilt stage, which is bolted to the aluminium spacer. The 
light from the diode is guided into the slab by the glass lens duct. 
 
The pump module consisted of a 20 W CW laser diode, described further in §2.4.1, 
mounted on a water cooled copper block, with a 125 m thick layer of indium foil placed 
in between. Indium is malleable at room temperature and can be crushed by around 5% 
to improve thermal contact and heat conduction. The temperature of the diode was 
controlled by a water chiller, as discussed in §2.4.2. The light from the pump diode was 
guided into the slab using a lens duct, which is described further in §2.4.5. 
The copper block was attached to a tilt stage in order to control the direction of the 
pump light. The tilt stage was attached to an aluminium spacer so that the pump emission 
height was 100 mm above the optical table. The schematics of these components are 
provided in Appendices B4, B5 and B6. 




 Pump diode 
The pump source was a DILAS 1.47 m InGAsP laser diode consisting of 19 emitters 
equally spaced on a 1 cm wide conduction-cooled bar. A fast axis collimation (FAC) lens 
reduced the full-angle divergence in the vertical direction from 70o to less than 0.5o. The 
complete specifications of the pump diode are provided in Appendix D. 
The CW output power of the laser diode could exceed 20 W. Higher peak powers could 
be produced when the laser diode was pulsed at low duty cycles; rated up to 80 W using 
a 2% duty cycle for example. Pulsing the pump diode had the advantage of increasing the 
pump pulse energies whilst reducing the average power and heat load in the slab. 
 
 Water cooling system 
The water chiller had an operating temperature range of 15oC to 35oC. It circulated 
cooling water to the pump diode mount, allowing wavelength tuning of the pump diode 
and preventing it from overheating. A technical drawing of the mount is in Appendix B4. 





FIGURE 2.11: Schematic of the water cooling system used for the laser. The aluminium 
block was bolted to the optical table and adapted thick water pipes from the chiller into 
thin water pipes connected to the pump diode mount (   ) and later the laser head (   ). 
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 Pump diode spectra 
Two plots of typical output spectra from the pump diode are shown in Figure 2.12: 
 
FIGURE 2.12: Plots of pump diode spectra centred on 1462 nm (15oC) and 1464 nm (20oC). 
 
The centre wavelength of the pump emission increased with both pump current and 
duty cycle because heating caused thermal expansion of the junction. Varying the water 
temperature controlled the equilibrium temperature of the junction, enabling wavelength 
tuning of the pump diode. This provided an emission spectrum that would be best 
absorbed by the slab, maximising the laser power. Emission wavelengths between 1450 
nm and 1485 nm were observed, while the centre wavelength of the pump diode red-










 Laser diode driver 
The pump diode was powered by a laser diode driver (LDD) and a control system that 
was linked to the lab door interlock for safety. The CW laser initially used a 55 A LDD, 
but this was replaced by one rated to provide 160 A, because a high peak current was 
required for pulsed lasing using low reflectivity output couplers. 
A RIGOL DG1022 waveform generator was used to supply square waveforms into the 
control system to enable pump diode pulsing. The output was set to 10 ms duration pulses, 
slightly longer than the lifetime of the upper state, with a PRF of 12 Hz. 
The LDD controller could not reliably measure a low frequency pulsed current. 
Therefore, a Hall effect sensor was used to provide a voltage that was directly 
proportional to the peak current in the cable and thus related to the peak pump power. 
This sensor was calibrated by measuring the average pump diode output power as a 
function of the peak sensor voltage, enabling the pump power to be accurately determined 
during laser operation. A plot of peak pump power against Hall probe sensor voltage for 
the 12% duty cycle is shown in Figure 2.13: 
 
 
FIGURE 2.13: Peak pump power vs. sensor voltage, at a chiller temperature of 20oC. 
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Increasing the driver current gradually decreased the efficiency of the pump diode due 
to heating in the junction [86]. Catastrophic failure of one pump diode occurred at just over 
69 W peak power on the 12% duty cycle with the chiller temperature set to 20oC. To 
prolong the pump diode lifespan, I restricted the driver current so that the sensor voltage 
did not exceed 1.60 V, corresponding to a peak pump power of just over 60 W (600 mJ 
pump pulse energy) when the chiller was set to 20oC. 
 
 Lens duct design 
An uncoated BK7 glass lens duct, sometimes referred to as a waveguide [87], was used 
to efficiently couple the pump light into the slab. This was the simplest and most effective 
coupling method, as opposed to using a cylindrical or convex lens, since the 10 mm wide 
emission strip of the pump diode greatly exceeded the slab width of 2 mm and the full-
angle divergence from each emitter in the horizontal direction was almost 18o. The curved 
front face focused the pump light while TIR confined it as the lens duct width gradually 
decreased to match the slab width. A schematic of the lens duct is shown in Figure 2.14, 
and a technical drawing is provided in Appendix B3: 
 
FIGURE 2.14: The lens duct. The front face had a 10.5 mm radius of curvature. 
 




The lens ducts were fabricated from BK7 glass cylinders by BAE Systems Australia; 
the surface quality was 20/10 scratch-dig and /4 figure on the optical surfaces, with fine 
polish on the curved front face. The top and bottom surfaces were fine ground. 
The performance of the lens duct was modelled using ray-tracing in Zemax [88]. The 
model simulated the path of light rays from the pump emitters to the slab. The primary 
variables were the parameters of the pump diode; the number and spacing of the emitters 
and the maximum typical divergence of pump rays in both directions. A 3D Zemax model 




FIGURE 2.15: Top view of the Zemax model showing 100 simulated pump rays from the 
slow axis of the 19 emitters of the laser diode. 
 
The lens duct and slab were added to complete the simulation. Their refractive indices 
came from the Zemax materials database. The gap between the pump diode and lens duct 
was less than 1 mm and the slab placed as close to the lens duct as possible without 
touching, otherwise TIR of the laser mode would no longer occur. 
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Each ray was refracted or reflected at the optical surfaces it encountered. The Zemax 
model showing the top view of the complete system of the pump source and the light 




FIGURE 2.16: Top view of the Zemax model showing 100 simulated pump rays from the 
slow axis of the 19 emitters of the laser diode entering the lens duct and slab. The rays 
that escape the lens duct are most likely due to Fresnel reflections or from having large 
incident angles on the front face of the lens duct, particularly towards the edges. 
 
The Zemax model enabled different lens duct dimensions to be trialled to determine 
which length and curvature radius was able to guide the maximum fraction of light rays 
into the slab without being “lost”. The maximum length was constrained to slightly less 
than double the radius of curvature of the front face due to the fabrication technique from 
21 mm diameter rods. A gentler constriction angle of the lens duct as it narrowed down 
was better at preventing sharp reflection angles that could lose rays, but this came with a 










 Vertical pump profile 
The pump profile in the vertical direction is critical as a high pump intensity is required 
to produce a large population inversion. With the pump diode running in CW mode, I 
measured the power transmitted after the lens duct using an opaque blade that could be 




FIGURE 2.17: The setup used to measure the pump power profile in the vertical direction. 
 
The result of this measurement using 5.5 W pump power is shown in Figure 2.18: 
 
 
FIGURE 2.18: Pump power readings as a function of the vertical position of the blade. 
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The location of the centre of the pump beam was determined from the gradient of the 
above plot with respect to the vertical position of the blade, as shown in Figure 2.19: 
 
 
FIGURE 2.19: Pump power gradient as a function of vertical position of the blade. 
 
Poorly fabricated laser diode bars sometimes have a slight curve in the horizontal line 
connecting the emitters, a characteristic known as the “smile”. This spreads the output 
beam in the vertical direction since the emitters are placed at different heights [89]. The 
sharp symmetric peak on the plot, as opposed to a flatter peak, proved that the “smile” of 
the pump diode was negligible, as claimed by DILAS. 
It also shows that 80% of the pump power is within a 0.5 mm high region and 90% is 
within a 0.6 mm high region. As we will see, this overlaps almost perfectly with the 
vertical extent of the laser mode, assuming the pump diode tilt stage was correctly angled. 
 
 




 Laser head designs 
 Initial laser head 
The first laser used for the gain-switching and early Q-switching trials had the all–
aluminium laser head shown in Figure 2.20. The lens duct rested on the base “platform”. 




FIGURE 2.20: The initial conduction-cooled aluminium laser head. 
 
The slab was sandwiched between the laser head platform and top block using 125 m 
thick indium sheets to allow good thermal contact. The top block had a groove cut in to 
provide space for the slab. This head relied on conduction of heat away from the slab in 
anticipation of a minimal heat load due to the low (10%) quantum defect, and it was 
limited to mounting only long slabs of a specific height. 
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 Water-cooled laser head 
Providing water cooling to the laser head as well as being capable of mounting 
different slabs called for a redesigned laser head that is shown in Figure 2.21: 
 
 
FIGURE 2.21: The improved water-cooled copper laser head. The water pipes operated 
off the same chiller and were connected as shown in Figure 2.11. 
 
This laser head consisted of two water-cooled copper blocks, allowing improved 
temperature control of the slab (using the water cooling system shown in Figure 2.11) and 
mounting slabs of different heights. The top block was secured to the base block using 
three M4 bolts, with four cylindrical steel spacers to control the crush on the indium sheets. 
Technical drawings of both blocks are provided in Appendix B8. The base block was 
mounted on the original aluminium platform which was reduced to 78 mm high. This 
head was used for the short slab gain-switched results in §3.3.2 and the remainder of the 
Q-switching experiments, yielding the results presented in Chapter 4. 
 
 




 Chapter summary 
This chapter has reviewed the spectroscopic properties of Er:YAG and its challenges 
as a laser gain medium. A CPF slab was designed based on MATLAB simulations from 
several programs. The CPFS architecture compensates for the low gain common to all 
1.6 m Er:YAG lasers and allows operation with lower reflectivity output couplers, an 
important consideration for high power Q-switched operation. The design of a shorter 
slab was also covered because this was eventually used as a means of obtaining shorter 
Q-switched pulses. The pump diode was described next, the mount and the assembly of 
the pump stage, characterisation of the pump diode and lens duct also explained. Finally 
both laser heads were described. The next chapter will cover the resonator designs, the 
laser components and their assembly into the prototype gain-switched lasers which will 




Chapter 3: Laser resonator 
 
 Introduction 
This chapter describes the development and testing of the lasers used in the Q-switched 
systems reported in this thesis. The resonator design, optical components and resonator 
construction are discussed in Section 3.2. The initial resonator suffered from parasitic 
lasing – the solution to this problem is described in Section 3.3. This section also presents 
the results of gain-switched testing of both slabs with various output couplers. Intra-cavity 
losses can significantly reduce the efficiency of a laser. Hence Section 3.4 explains the 
source of the losses and the measurement of the single-pass slab loss. The threshold and 
slope efficiency of the gain-switched lasers are compared to theoretical predictions in 
Section 3.5. The chapter is concluded in Section 3.6. 
 
 Resonator designs 
A variety of resonator designs were employed, beginning with a simple symmetric 
resonator using two curved mirrors to test the alignment (see §3.2.5). This was later 
adapted to a telescopic resonator that used lenses to expand the beam size for the Q-switch, 
while ensuring the correct beam size in the slab. The results of resonator modelling using 
ABCD matrices and the resonator stability conditions are presented in §3.2.2 and §3.2.3. 
The mirrors and lenses available for the resonator assembly are listed in §3.2.4 and the 
details of the resonator assembly process are outlined in §3.2.5. 




 The telescopic resonator 
 The resonator used to provide the gain-switching results included a telescope to 
expand the beam. A comparison between the beam size in a simple symmetric resonator 
and a telescopic resonator is provided on the following page. A similar but more compact 
layout was used for the shorter slab gain medium. A schematic of the telescopic resonator 




FIGURE 3.1: Schematic of the laser used for gain-switched testing. 
 
 Resonator ABCD model 
The resonator designs were modelled using a MATLAB code adapted from that 
written by Dr. Ka Wu (see Appendix C2), which calculated the resonator ABCD matrix 









where Mi is the matrix associated with the i
th optical component or free space. The 
program also calculated the dimensions of the TEM00 eigenmode and plotted the mode 
size as a function of position in the resonator. This was extremely useful for estimating 
the best positions for optical components when constructing a resonator, as well as 
estimating the beam size throughout. 





It is apparent from Figure 3.2 that the beam in the simple symmetric resonator is 
collimated only within the slab. Figure 3.3 shows that a collimated region for the Pockels 
cell can be obtained using a telescope. Note the larger size of the mode near the HR mirror, 
where the Q-switch would be placed, compared to that in Figure 3.2. 
 
 Resonator stability 
The dynamic stability of a laser resonator can be inferred from the half-trace value of 






(𝐴 + 𝐷) < 1 (3.2) 
 
For maximum stability, the half-trace should be closer to 0 than +1. The mode size in 
the slab will then be relatively insensitive to the positioning of lenses along the optical 
axis as well as changes from thermal lensing within the slab. 
Different resonator dimensions were trialled. In instances where the half-trace of the 
resonator ABCD matrix was predicted to be very close to 1, the laser experienced 
significant power fluctuations. 
The stability parameters for the telescopic resonator using the long slab, shown in 








 Optical components 
All cavity mirrors were sourced from Altechna (Vilnius, Lithuania), each 12.7 mm in 
diameter. They all had curvature radii of either 20 cm or 30 cm, and a scratch-dig 
specification of 20/10 with /10 surface figure ( = 633 nm). Different coatings resulted 
in various reflectivities at the anticipated lasing wavelengths of 1617 nm and 1645 nm; 
the nominal reflectivity values below were guaranteed to be within +2%. Their flat sides 
were coated to be anti-reflective. The mirrors used are listed in Table 3.1: 
Mirror Curvature radius Reflectivity 
Flat-flat Flat HR (R > 99.6%) 
Plano-concave 200 mm R = 90% 
Plano-concave 200 mm R = 80% 
Plano-concave 200 mm R = 60% 
Plano-concave 200 mm R = 40% 
Plano-concave 300 mm R = 90% 
Plano-concave 300 mm R = 80% 
Plano-concave 300 mm R = 60% 
Plano-concave 300 mm R = 40% 
TABLE 3.1: The inventory of mirrors available for the resonator testing. 
 
The reflectivities of a sample of the mirrors were measured using the 1645 nm laser 










Uncoated negative and positive spherical lenses of various sizes and focal lengths were 
ordered from CVI Laser Optics. The BK7 substrates were AR-coated for 1.63 m by BAE 
Systems Australia. These lenses are listed in Table 3.2: 
Lens Nominal focal length Diameter 
Plano-concave –30 mm 12.7 mm 
Plano-concave –50 mm 15.0 mm 
Plano-concave –100 mm 25.4 mm 
Plano-convex +50 mm 25.4 mm 
Bi-convex +75 mm 25.4 mm 
Plano-convex +100 mm 25.4 mm 
Plano-convex +200 mm 25.4 mm 
TABLE 3.2: The inventory of lenses available for use in the telescopic resonator. The lens 
scratch-dig and surface figure specifications were 10/5 and /10 ( = 633 nm). 
 
 Telescopic resonator alignment 
The compact nature of the telescopic resonator and small clear aperture of some 
components required careful alignment of the resonator components. Recall that the slab 
nose dimensions were based on the refraction angles at 1645 nm (calculated in §2.3.2). 
The laser mode is refracted at the Brewster-angled faces on the CPFS and thus its “V” 
shaped path depends on the refractive index of the slab. Fortunately, the refractive index 
of YAG is almost independent of wavelength in the infrared region (see Appendix F), 
dropping from 1.829 at 633 nm to 1.813 at 1645 nm. This meant that a HeNe laser beam 
could be used for initial resonator alignment. Nevertheless, the separation half angle of 
the beam from the slab was 11.8o at 633 nm but 12.8o at 1645 nm. Thus, after placing the 
mounts holding optical components and using HeNe back-reflections to help with 




The laser resonator was assembled and aligned using the following steps, maximising 
the output power at every stage: 
(1) Align a simple symmetric resonator with two curved mirrors of 20 cm radius of 
curvature (HR and R = 90% OC), using a HeNe beam (- -) and pinhole as a guide 




(2) Adjust the angular orientation of the mirrors to achieve lasing at 1.6 m. 
 
(3) Modify the resonator to a simple telescopic resonator by replacing the curved HR 
mirror with a flat HR mirror and an f = +100 mm plano-convex lens. Leave enough 
room to include the QWP and Pockels cell needed later for Q-switching: 
 
 




(4) Insert the f = –50 mm plano-concave lens into the resonator. While the position of 
the lens was crucial, the angle was not so important. The telescope spacing should 
slightly exceed the sum of the focal lengths of the lenses used in order to produce 




Once the telescopic resonator was assembled with the HR arm optimally aligned, 
output couplers of varying reflectivity could be easily interchanged by aiming the HeNe 
reflection from the output coupler near the middle of the slab Brewster face and making 
slight adjustments until maximum laser power was achieved. 
 
The most sensitive parameter in the resonator was the telescope spacing, which could 
generally not vary by more than ±5 mm without causing instability. The distance between 
the positive lens and flat HR mirror could be varied by up to 20 cm, with only a minimal 







 Gain-switched testing 
The laser was initially aligned in gain-switched mode, with the pump diode output 
pulsed using the 12% duty cycle described in §2.4.4, to provide high peak pump powers. 
This had two important advantages: it permitted a high peak pump power while reducing 
the destabilising effect of unwanted heating. This was necessary because alignment in 
CW mode was impossible due to excessive heating in the slab from the >10 W of absorbed 
pump power. CW operation only worked if the laser was already aligned and could not 
be achieved from an un-aligned laser. 
 
 Parasitic lasing 
At various stages during testing, parasitic lasing was encountered, in which the laser 
mode followed an incorrect path in the slab. This was a consequence of the high gain 
provided by the CPFS architecture and was characterised by lower than expected output 
power and sometimes by an incorrect exit angle of the laser beam. Parasitic lasing was 
diagnosed by performing the following tests: 
 
Test 1: Block the HR mirror. Lasing should cease and output power should drop to zero. 
Test 2: Misalign the OC mirror. Output power should steadily drop until reaching zero. 
 
A lack of variation in output power with respect to tilting either cavity mirror angle 
indicated that the lasing mode was parasitic. 
The problem was found to be a result of several slabs having an incorrect angle on one 
of the Brewster faces (16.5o instead of 16.1o). This increased the exit angle of the beam 
by nearly 1o, resulting in optical component(s) being incorrectly positioned on the arm 
corresponding to that Brewster face. I eventually solved the parasitic lasing problem by 
dismantling the resonator, changing the angle of the HeNe alignment beam to match the 
correct mode, then reconstructing the resonator by repeating the steps in §3.2.5. 
 




 Effect of different output couplers 
The telescopic resonator from §3.2.2 was used to investigate the output pulse energy 
vs. pump pulse energy for the long slab using R = 80%, 60% and 40% output couplers. 
The results are plotted in Figure 3.4. 
The highest output power was produced by the long slab using the R = 80% output 
coupler. The highest slope efficiency of nearly 40% was achieved using the R = 60% 
output coupler. The increase in slope efficiency at high pump pulse energies is due to the 
elimination of re-absorption losses, as expected for a quasi-three-level gain medium. 
 
 
FIGURE 3.4: A plot of output pulse energy vs. pump pulse energy for the long slab. The 
dashed line represents the 40% slope efficiency with the R = 60% output coupler. 
 
The threshold pump power vs. output coupler reflectivity is shown in Table 3.3: 
OC reflectivity 90% 80% 60% 40% 
Threshold power 15 W 16 W 21 W 37 W 
TABLE 3.3: Threshold pump power (10 ms pulses) vs. OC reflectivity for the long slab. 
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As expected, the threshold pump power increased to overcome the overall resonator 
round-trip losses caused by the decrease in output coupler reflectivity. 
A plot of output pulse energy vs. pump pulse energy for the short slab using R = 90%, 
80%, 60% and 40% output couplers is shown in Figure 3.5: 
 
 
FIGURE 3.5: A plot of output pulse energy vs. pump pulse energy for the short slab. 
 
The threshold pump power vs. output coupler reflectivity is shown in Table 3.4: 
OC reflectivity 90% 80% 60% 40% 
Threshold power 15 W 17 W 26 W 42 W 








The output pulse energies vs. mirror reflectivity for 600 mJ pump pulse energy using 
output couplers of R = 90%, 80%, 60% and 40% are shown below in Table 3.5: 
OC reflectivity 90% 80% 60% 40% 
Short slab 73 mJ 75 mJ 53 mJ 17 mJ 
Long slab 96 mJ 105 mJ 90 mJ 58 mJ 
TABLE 3.5: The maximum output pulse energy vs. OC reflectivity for both slabs. 
 
The optimum output coupling can be estimated by plotting these results, as shown in 
Figure 3.6, which indicates that the optimum reflectivity is 80% for gain-switched lasing. 
 
 
FIGURE 3.6: Output from 600 mJ pump pulse energy for various mirror reflectivities. 
 
The optimum output coupler reflectivity for maximum laser power and efficiency 
decreases as the pump power increases. The effect of the higher gain of the long slab on 
the laser efficiency is particularly apparent for the R = 40% output coupler. 
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 Intra-cavity loss 
The efficiency of a laser can be considerably reduced by intra-cavity losses. Defects 
in the crystal can cause bulk scatter loss while surface polishing imperfections result in 
TIR scatter loss, increasing the threshold power and reducing slope efficiency. Slab 
cleanliness was also a critical contributing factor to the laser’s operation, as any dust on 
the slab surfaces would increase losses. 
 
 Slab losses 
Ideally, a TIR bounce should be 100% reflective. However, surface irregularities such 
as scratches and dust introduce losses. Even careful polishing techniques cannot eliminate 
micro scratches on the slab surfaces. These unavoidable surface imperfections cause a 
scatter loss of 0.1 – 0.2% at each bounce [91]. Assuming an average of 0.15% loss per 
bounce, the 35 bounces on the long slab can be expected to give 5% loss. 
This surface scatter loss produces bright spots on the slab surfaces where the HeNe 
alignment beam has undergone TIR, as shown in Figure 3.7: 
 
FIGURE 3.7: A side view of the slab with the HeNe beam passing through it. The bright 
spots show the losses from the TIR bounces of the beam in the slab. The location and 
number of these spots can be used to assist alignment. 
 
The bulk scatter coefficient for YAG has been reported as 0.002 cm–1 [91]. The physical 
path length of the laser beam in the long slab was nearly 10 cm, giving an overall bulk 
scatter loss per pass of 2%. The total single pass loss of the slab was thus estimated at 7%. 




I determined the single pass loss by measuring the attenuation of a collimated 1319 nm 
probe beam through the slab, as this wavelength does not correspond to any transition 
between Er:YAG energy levels. This was done by comparing the voltage registered by a 




FIGURE 3.8: Measurement of the single pass loss of the slab using a photodetector to 
compare voltage readings from a 1319 nm beam before (X) and after traversing the slab. 
 
The result of the measurement confirmed that the slab loss for a single pass was 7%, 
and therefore the round-trip loss due to the slab alone, S, was close to 14%. 
 
 Component losses 
Other intra-cavity losses come from imperfect anti-reflective coatings on lenses and 
the Q-switching components, which are up to 99.9% transmitting, as well as the slight 
transmission through the HR mirror. For example, the latter had a nominal reflectivity of 
RHR >
 99.6%. The round-trip loss due to these components was estimated to be 1%, 







 Comparison of laser performance with theory 
A comparison between the laser performance and theoretical prediction, specifically 
the threshold power and slope efficiency once re-absorption is overcome, is outlined 
below. The first consideration is the effective transfer of pump energy to the slab. 
 
 Pump coupling efficiency 
Both the lens duct and slab were uncoated. The Fresnel reflection loss factor Rl for a 
given angle of incidence and transmission at an interface is given by [92]: 
 
 𝑅𝑙 =  (
𝑛1 cos 𝜃1 − 𝑛2 cos 𝜃2





where 𝑛1  and 𝑛2  are the initial and final refractive indices and 𝜃1  and 𝜃2  are the 
incident and transmission angles respectively. The values of Rl for several incident angles 
at an interface are listed in Table 3.6: 
Interface 0o incident 15o incident 30o incident 
Lens duct entry 0.04 0.044 0.057 
Lens duct exit 0.04 0.05 0.105 
Slab entry 0.085 0.09 0.113 
TABLE 3.6: Fresnel reflection loss factors for the pump light at different interfaces. 
 
The transmission coefficient through the lens duct into the slab, C, is equal to the 
average product of the three transmission factors, Tl = 1 – Rl. I estimated this to be around 
0.83 because most of the rays will have shallow incident angles after undergoing 
refraction at the interfaces, based on the ZEMAX simulations from §2.4.5. For example, 
a 15o angle at each interface gives Tl = (1 – 0.044) x (1 – 0.05) x (1 – 0.09) ≈ 0.826. 




 Threshold power 
The lasing threshold was estimated by setting the round-trip gain to 1 and solving [93]: 
 
 𝑅𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑒
2𝑔0𝐿(1 − 𝛿𝑆) ∏ (𝑇𝑖)
2
𝑖
≥ 1 (3.4) 
 
where RHR is the reflectivity of the HR mirror, R is the reflectivity of the OC mirror, L 
is the path length of the beam in the gain medium, S the total slab loss and Ti is the one-
way transmission of the ith optical element/component. The AR coatings on the 
components should ensure Ti is nearly 1. The component losses can be rolled into one 
round-trip transmission factor of the resonator: 
 





and the equation rewritten as 
 
 𝑇𝑟𝑡𝑅𝑒
2𝑔0𝐿 = 1 (3.6) 
 
where 𝑔0 is the small signal gain, approximated by: 
 
 𝑔0 ≅ 𝜎𝑒((𝑓1 + 𝑓2)𝑁2 − 𝑓1𝑁𝐶) (3.7) 
 
where e is the stimulated emission cross section and the variables f1, f2, N2 and NC 
were defined in Chapter 2. We have assumed that the entire population occupies the two 












Combining Eqns. (3.7) and (3.8) allows the threshold N2 value (NT) to be determined: 
 











This upper level threshold population must be maintained despite spontaneous 
emission and up-conversion. The pump rate, WpN1, must equal or exceed the depletion of 









where Cup, the up-conversion parameter of 0.5% Er:YAG was 3.6 x 10
–18 cm3 s–1, 
assuming a value directly proportional to the doping concentration. 
The rate at which pump photons must be absorbed by the slab is given by VpWpN1, 







where Fabs represents the estimated fraction of launched pump power absorbed by the 
slab, as defined in Eqn. (3.12), and h is the proportion of pump power that overlaps with 
the laser mode in the pumped region. Since 90% of the pump light illuminates the 0.6 mm 
high pumped region, h can be estimated at between 0.9 and 1. 
The pump absorption was estimated at around 62% for the short slab and nearly 80% 
for the long slab based on experiments, although this was difficult to determine due to the 
wide divergence angle of pump light after exiting the Brewster angled faces of the slab. 
This can be seen from the Zemax simulation of the pump system in Figure 2.16. 




For simplicity, the coupling and absorption factors were combined into one factor: 
 
 𝐹𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 𝜂𝐶𝜂𝑎𝑏𝑠 (3.12) 
 
where Fabs represents the estimated fraction of launched pump power absorbed by the 
slab, taking into account the Fresnel losses of the lens duct and slab end face. 
The predicted lasing thresholds for the different output couplers were calculated by 
substituting the values of the parameters listed below into Eqn. (3.11). The parameters 
for the long 0.5% Er:YAG slab are shown in Table 3.7: 
Parameter Symbol Value 
Er3+ concentration NC 7.0 x 10
19 cm–3 
Up-conversion parameter Cup 3.6 x 10
–18 cm3 s–1 
Slab pumped volume Vp 0.042
 cm3 
Optical gain length L 9.85 cm 
Pump absorption fraction Fabs 0.67 
Round-trip transmission Trt 0.85 
TABLE 3.7: The values of parameters for the long 0.5% Er:YAG slab. 
 
The measured and predicted lasing thresholds for the long slab using the different 
output couplers are: 
OC reflectivity 90% 80% 60% 40% 
Measured threshold 15 W 16 W 22 W 37 W 
Theoretical threshold 15 W 17 W 23 W 32 W 




The parameters for the short 0.5% Er:YAG slab are shown in Table 3.9: 
Parameter Symbol Value 
Er3+ concentration NC 7.0 x 10
19 cm–3 
Up-conversion parameter Cup 3.6 x 10
–18 cm3 s–1 
Slab pumped volume Vp 0.025
 cm3 
Optical gain length L 5.88 cm 
Pump absorption fraction Fabs 0.52 
Round-trip transmission Trt 0.9 
TABLE 3.9: The values of parameters for the short 0.5% Er:YAG slab. 
 
The measured and predicted lasing thresholds for the short slab using the different 
output couplers are: 
OC reflectivity 90% 80% 60% 40% 
Measured threshold 15 W 17 W 26 W 42 W 
Theoretical threshold 14.5 W 17.5 W 26.5 W 42 W 
TABLE 3.10: The measured and predicted laser threshold power with the short slab. 
 
 Slope efficiency 
The maximum achievable slope efficiency slope is given by [94]: 
 
 









where C is the proportion of pump light transmitted through the lens duct and into the 
slab, abs is the proportion of pump power absorbed in the slab and S is the Stokes factor 
defined in §2.2.2. The final term depends on the output coupler reflectivity, R, and the 




total resonator intra-cavity loss factor, . This shows that intra-cavity loss is most 
detrimental to slope efficiency when the output coupler reflectivity is higher. 
  
The predicted slope efficiencies from the various output couplers were calculated 
using Eqn. (3.13) and compared with the measured values for the long slab in Table 3.11 
and the short slab in Table 3.12: 
OC reflectivity 90% 80% 60% 40% 
Measured slope 25% 36% 40% 36% 
Theoretical slope 25% 36% 46% 52% 
TABLE 3.11: The measured and predicted laser slope efficiency for the long slab. 
 
OC reflectivity 90% 80% 60% 40% 
Measured slope 20% 24% 22% 20% 
Theoretical slope 20% 27% 33% 35% 
TABLE 3.12: The measured and predicted laser slope efficiency for the short slab. 
 
These predicted threshold power values compare reasonably well with the measured 
figures, considering the likely errors in the parameters from Tables 3.7 and 3.9. The larger 
discrepancy with the threshold for the long slab using the R = 40% output coupler was 
most likely due to a lower pump absorption at that power level. The measured slope 







 Chapter summary 
This chapter described the development and testing of the telescopic-resonator lasers 
that will be used for Q-switching and cavity-dumping in the following chapters. The 
observed pump thresholds and slope efficiencies from gain-switched testing using 
different output couplers were found to be in reasonable agreement with those predicted 
using a simple rate-equation model. An optical to optical efficiency of over 17% was 
obtained using the long slab and R = 80% output coupler. Importantly, the lasers could 
operate with low reflectivity output couplers, indicating that they had large small signal 
gains as required for producing short duration Q-switched pulses. The adaption of these 































Chapter 4: Q-switched Er:YAG laser 
 
 Introduction 
The previous chapter described the construction and testing of a CPFS Er:YAG laser. 
This laser produced high energy pulses of several milliseconds duration in gain-switched 
mode. However, the laser had to be adapted for Q-switching to produce pulses with 
nanosecond order durations required for a laser range-finder. Section 4.2 describes the 
resonator design, construction and output coupler considerations. Section 4.3 explains the 
principle of Q-switched operation and summarises the trials and results from the 
prototype Q-switched laser using the long slab. The problem of intra-cavity damage is 
discussed in Section 4.4, along with measures taken to reduce this. The steps taken to 
reduce the resonator size and pulse duration are discussed in Section 4.5. A description 
of the final version of the Q-switched laser that used the short slab and the results are 
presented in Section 4.6. Mathematical analysis of pulse duration versus pulse energy is 
covered in Section 4.7. All findings are summarised in Section 4.8. 
The Q-switched laser results reported in this chapter are also provided in the paper 
“Short-pulse actively Q-switched Er:YAG lasers” that was published in Optics Express. 








 Resonator design 
Our first Q-switched laser was based on the telescopic resonator described in Section 
3.2. A schematic of the completed laser resonator is shown in Figure 4.1: 
 
 
FIGURE 4.1: Schematic of the Q-switched laser. 
 
The telescope consisted of a f = –50 mm plano-concave lens and a f = +100 mm plano-
convex lens, separated by about 65 mm to adjust the size of the laser mode in the slab. 
This expanded the beam and reduced the power density on the Q-switch, an important 
factor in reducing the possibility of damage to the surfaces of the Q-switch. The Q-switch 
and quarter-wave plate (QWP) were both AR-coated for 1.6 m. 
This resonator was successfully tested in gain-switched mode and found to be stable 
over a period of several minutes (i.e. thousands of pulses), which indicated that thermal 









 Resonator model 
The prototype Q-switched resonator was modelled using the MATLAB code from 
§3.2.2. A plot of the predicted mode size in the resonator is shown in Figure 4.2: 
 
 
FIGURE 4.2: Simulation of the laser mode in the prototype Q-switched laser. From left to 
right, the optical components are the flat HR mirror, the Pockels cell, f = +100 mm lens, 
f = –50 mm lens, slab and OC mirror with 20 cm radius of curvature. The QWP is not 
depicted as it has flat surfaces and negligible thickness. The red and green lines represent 
the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the laser mode respectively. 
 
 The Q-switch 
The Q-switch was a Rubidium Titanyl Phosphate (RbTiOPO4 or RTP) Pockels cell 
from Raicol Crystals with the general schematic shown in Figure 4.3. Applying a voltage 
to the RTP crystals induces birefringence, allowing polarisation rotation to occur. RTP 
has the advantage of not being hygroscopic, unlike other electro-optical crystals such as 
BBO, and does not suffer from piezoelectric ringing [95][96]. 
OC HR 
Slab 






FIGURE 4.3: Schematic of an RTP Q-switch used in the Q-switched laser [97]. The two 
crystals are mounted 90o apart to compensate for thermally induced birefringence. 
 
Two different Q-switches were used during this project. The first was 25 mm long and 
had a quarter-wave voltage of 1.4 kV at 1.63 m, but was too bulky from being mounted 
under a Perspex cover. The second had a higher quarter-wave voltage of 2.5 kV, but was 
more compact. The optical faces of both Q-switches were AR-coated for 1645 nm. 
 
 Resonator assembly 
The resonator was aligned in several stages, optimising output power at every step: 
(1) Two curved mirrors (HR and R = 90% OC) were aligned to achieve lasing, using 
the transmission of a HeNe beam (- -) through the slab as a guide. The mirrors 






(2) The curved HR mirror was replaced with a flat HR mirror and plano-convex lens 
with +100 mm focal length, using the back reflections of the HeNe beam from 
both components as a guide. The transverse position of the lens was critical as 
incorrect positioning would deflect the beam, reducing the power. The angle of 
the lens was less important. The alignment was optimised by leaving the OC 





(3) A plano-concave lens with a focal length of –50 mm was inserted into the 
resonator and the telescope spacing adjusted to maximise power. The position of 
this lens was also critical while the angle was less important. The best way of 
optimising the negative lens position was by mounting it on a 3-axis stage, 









(4) Finally, the Q-switch and QWP were positioned to minimise power loss, with the 




A picture of the prototype Q-switched laser is shown in Figure 4.4: 
 
FIGURE 4.4: The Q-switched test laser. The pump assembly is on the left side. Note the 









 Output coupler 
The maximum intra-cavity power Pcav in a standing wave resonator depends on the 
output coupler reflectivity according to the equation [98]: 
 
 





where the (1 + R) factor is due to the overlapping beams. Thus the maximum intra-
cavity power always exceeds the laser’s output power by the factors shown in Table 4.1: 
OC reflectivity 90% 80% 60% 40% 
Pcav/Pout ratio 19 9 4 2.33 
TABLE 4.1: Ratio of intra-cavity power to output power for the various output couplers. 
 
To reduce the likelihood of damage being inflicted on intra-cavity components, it is 
clearly desirable to obtain energetic laser pulses with a low reflectivity output coupler. 
While the highest energy gain-switched pulses were achieved using an 80% reflective 
output coupler, this could be hazardous to the laser components when Q-switching at 
anything other than very low pulse energies. With that in mind, most of the Q-switching 










 Initial Q-switching trials 
 Principle of Q-switched operation 
For Q-switching, the QWP is rotated by 45o relative to that used for gain-switched 
pulsing. When the slab is pumped, no voltage is applied to the Pockels cell. A double pass 
of the Q-switch and QWP thus rotates the polarisation by 90o. The high intra-cavity loss 
of -polarisation from the slab Brewster faces prevents lasing and allows a large 
population inversion to build up in the gain medium. 
Applying the quarter-wave voltage to the Pockels cell immediately after the end of the 
pump pulse means that the Q-switch and QWP collectively function as a half-wave plate; 
a double pass cancels out the effect of the QWP, preserving the -polarisation and 
minimising the intra-cavity loss. The high round-trip gain now allows lasing to occur and 
a giant pulse builds up exponentially from spontaneous emission. As the intra-cavity 
power increases, the population inversion decreases, thereby reducing the gain. The 
amplitude of the pulse is maximised when the instantaneous round-trip gain is equal to 
one. Thereafter the loss exceeds the gain and the pulse amplitude starts to decay. The 
intra-cavity power “leaks” out through the output coupler. 
To safely test the Q-switched laser, I initially adjusted the pump power to 
approximately equal the threshold for gain-switched lasing. After applying the quarter-
wave voltage to the Q-switch, a slight increase in the pump power produced long duration 
Q-switched laser pulses. 
The Q-switched pulses were measured using a high-speed photodetector positioned 
behind the flat HR mirror to monitor the power leakage. It was observed that the build-







 Multiple pulsing 
An early problem I encountered was obtaining two or even three Q-switched pulses 
for each pump pulse. This was caused by a slow rise time on the Q-switch driver, taking 
1 s to reach the quarter-wave voltage, which in turn caused the Pockels cell to take too 
long to switch the resonator Q from low to high. This allowed the first pulse to develop 
and decay via gain depletion, and then further loss reduction allowed the second pulse to 
develop which depleted the gain again, and so on. The result is shown in Figure 4.5: 
 
FIGURE 4.5: Three Q-switched pulses (blue) produced from a single pump pulse (yellow). 
 
We solved this problem by replacing the HV driver with a HVP-5LP Quantum 
Technology pulse generator that had a 12 ns rise-time, which was more than an order of 
magnitude less than the pulse build-up time. 
The early Q-switching tests using 60 W peak pump power (600 mJ pump pulse energy) 
were able to produce 185 mW average output power (15.5 mJ output pulse energy), 
corresponding to an optical to optical efficiency of just over 2.5%. The pulses had a 
minimum FWHM pulse duration of < 25 ns where the temporal resolution was limited by 
the 5 ns rise time of the photodetector. This was > 600 kW peak output power. 




 Preliminary observations 
A plot of inverse pulse duration vs. pulse energy for different resonator lengths using 
the R = 40% OC is shown in Figure 4.6: 
 
 
FIGURE 4.6: Inverse pulse duration vs. pulse energy for different resonator lengths. 
 
These results show a roughly inverse relationship between pulse duration (𝜏) and 
energy (E) for a given resonator, while the pulse duration was almost directly proportional 








where tr is the round-trip time of the resonator and E is the output pulse energy. 
Increasing the pump energy produces a greater population inversion; once lasing is 
allowed to occur, the higher gain reduces the build-up time. As the pulse builds up faster, 
the population inversion depletes more rapidly, reducing the pulse duration. 





 Damage mechanism 
In the short pulsed regime of 1–100 ns, the optical damage mechanism is most likely 
to be dielectric breakdown caused by the large electric field of the laser beam, as opposed 
to overheating which can occur for longer pulses and CW lasers [100]. 
The bulk damage threshold of YAG has been variously measured as being >1000 J/cm2 
for 10 ns pulses at 1064 nm [101]. The surface damage threshold is considerably lower, at 
around 100-150 J/cm2 [102], although the presence of scratches or surface contamination 
can lower this further [103]. The fact that the CPFS geometry relies on the laser beam 
doubly overlapping on itself in those locations enhances the risk, but it could also have 
been a problem with the slab material and/or imperfect polishing creating micro scratches. 
Presumably the combination of high intra-cavity power and overlapping fields in the 
CPF slab caused the damage spot in Figure 4.7. Further experiments with previously 
damaged and re-polished slabs indicated they had an even lower damage threshold. 
 
 Likelihood of damage 
The likelihood of damage (LoD) index depends on the intra-cavity fluence of the pulse, 











where E is the output pulse energy, A is the intra-cavity beam area,  is the lasing 
wavelength and R is the output coupler reflectivity. The laser PRF is less important in the 
short-pulse regime due to the damage mechanism. Note that in the long-pulse regime, the 
likelihood of thermal damage will also increase in proportion to a higher PRF. 
Several wavelength dependences have been reported: sometimes as inversely 
















As suggested earlier, it is advantageous to use lower reflectivity output couplers and 
to attempt to lower both the pulse energy and duration to achieve the same peak power 
while reducing the risk of damage. For example, a 16 mJ, 16 ns pulse and a 4 mJ, 4 ns 
pulse have the same peak power, but the LoD index is twice as high for the 16 mJ pulse. 
The overlapping beams near the slab surfaces combined with the intra-cavity scaling 
factor for the R = 40% output coupler increased the fluence by nearly an order of 
magnitude compared to the output pulse. For the 15 mJ, 23 ns pulses from the prototype 







) =  
2 x 15.5
𝜋(0.23 x 0.4)
 x 2.33 = 25 J/cm2 (4.5) 
 
The areas of the elliptical spot on the TIR surfaces were calculated from the MATLAB 
simulation of the mode. Note that the mode area refers to the estimated average where the 
damage occurred, since the size varies inside the slab. While the figure calculated above 
is ostensibly less than the anticipated surface damage threshold, the dark damage spot 
suggests the presence of a dust particle. Subsequent damage spots appeared to be white, 
although there was no evidence that the damage thresholds were higher. 
This experience showed that precautions were necessary when Q-switching at high 
power. Output pulse energy was subsequently restricted to less than 12 mJ and slab 
cleaning before laser head assembly was especially thorough. Eqn. (4.4) also shows that 
the LoD is decreased for a given peak power by reducing the pulse duration, which can 
be achieved by reducing the resonator round-trip time, as discussed in the next section.  
 




 Reducing the pulse duration 
The Q-switched pulse duration is directly proportional to the photon round-trip time 
in the resonator, which in turn depends on the optical length of the resonator. Reducing 
the pulse duration involved eliminating as much empty space from the resonator as 
possible. An early step towards achieving this was moving the output coupler much closer 
to the slab, while being careful to preserve the stability of the resonator. 
 
 Estimating resonator length 
The optical length of the resonator is determined by the physical size and refractive 
indices of the slab and intra-cavity components. The resonator round-trip time is equal to 








where ni is the refractive index of the i
th optical component and di is the physical 
distance travelled by the laser beam in that component. For example, at 1.63 m the RTP 
crystals have a refractive index of 1.76 while the BK7 glass in the lenses has a refractive 
index of 1.50 [108]. 
In practice, the easiest way of estimating the optical length of the resonator was by 
measuring the distances between the Brewster faces of the slab and the cavity mirrors, 









where l is the length of the slab and d1 and d2 are the lengths of the resonator arms. 





The main limitations on reducing the resonator length were the telescope spacing and 
the physical size of the Q-switching elements. The significant optical length of the CPF 
slab, at nearly 18 cm, was also a major factor in pulse durations being longer than desired. 
The measures taken to address these issues are discussed below, and were implemented 
when developing the final Q-switched laser described in the next section. 
 
 Short telescope 
The optical length was reduced by constructing a smaller telescope using f = –30 mm 
and f = +50 mm lenses. This removed roughly 4 cm of empty space from the resonator, 
the main drawback being that the f = +50 mm lens had to be held in a smaller mount and 
fixed in place. Aligning the f = –30 mm lens was also more difficult. 
The smaller Q-switch was 14 mm long. It was mounted with the QWP (which was 
removed from its rotation mount) on a single 22 mm long aluminium block. This allowed 
the space between the HR mirror and the positive lens to be reduced. 
 
 Shorter slab 
The optical path length of the slab contributed a substantial proportion of the overall 
resonator length, and so two shorter slabs (21.6 mm long) with 10 TIR bounces per side 
(21 overall) were fabricated from damaged original slabs by cutting and re-polishing. This 
decreased the optical path length of the slab to less than 10.7 cm, which reduced the round-
trip time, but at the expense of decreased pump absorption, lower round-trip gain and 
stored energy. These factors limit the maximum achievable pulse energy. 
The same laser head was used, despite the slab length being reduced by 14 mm. This 
increased the gap between the pump diode and lens duct to 15 mm, however the horizontal 
divergence of the pump diode output was small enough that the beam width did not 
exceed the 11.5 mm wide entry face of the lens duct. 
 




 Final Q-switched laser 
The final Q-switched laser had the same layout as in Figure 4.1, but was designed with 
the intention of constructing a smaller resonator by eliminating as much empty space as 
possible. This involved mounting the Q-switch and QWP onto one block and making a 
modified mount for the output coupler to provide space on the optical bench for posts of 
other components. The total single pass optical length was estimated at 20 cm, 
corresponding to a round-trip time of 1.33 ns. 
 
 Resonator design 
The resonator was modelled using the MATLAB code. The unfolded view of the 
resonator showing a plot of the mode size in the resonator is shown in Figure 4.8: 
 
 
FIGURE 4.8: Simulation of the laser mode in the final version of the Q-switched laser. 
The telescope lenses are more accurately represented as thick lenses. The output coupler 







 Resonator assembly 
The resonator was aligned using the procedure described in §4.2.3. A picture of the 
completed laser is shown in Figure 4.9: 
 
 
FIGURE 4.9: The final Q-switched laser using the short slab and compacted resonator. 
 
The footprint of this laser on the optical bench was less than 25 cm long x 15 cm wide. 
The positive lens was fixed in position and could not be adjusted due to space constraints. 
The negative lens was still adjustable in the vertical and horizontal axes, but not along the 
optical axis. The rotation stage holding the QWP was discarded because it was too bulky; 
when unmounted, the rotation angle of the QWP was estimated when changing between 
gain-switched operation and Q-switched operation. The breakdown voltage of air is 
~3000 V/mm, so the 2 mm gap between the PC and QWP was sufficient to prevent 
sparking from the 2500 V applied to the PC. The photo-detector was replaced with a faster 
BB-30 detector with a < 200 ps rise time for more accurate pulse measurements. 




 Results and discussion 
 Pulse duration vs. energy 
The Q-switched output pulse energy and pulse duration compared to the input pulse 
energy for the R = 40% output coupler are shown in Figure 4.10: 
 
 
FIGURE 4.10: Output pulse energy and duration compared to input pulse energy. 
 
The operation of this Q-switched laser was modelled as described in the paper “Short-
pulse actively Q-switched Er:YAG lasers” in Appendix A. The following equation 
derived by Prof. David Ottaway predicts an inverse relationship between pulse duration 
















where A is the mode area in the slab and B is a factor accounting for the overlap of the 
laser mode in the slab. This beam overlap factor is related to the number of passes of a 
gain medium on each round-trip: 1 for a ring resonator, 2 for a standing wave resonator 




The other parameters are defined below. This complete version of Eqn. (4.2) shows that 
the pulse energy-duration product divided by the beam area is directly proportional to the 
resonator round-trip time. If the out-couple losses, loge(1/R), are much larger than the 
scatter losses, , then E/A will be fairly constant for most output couplers. 
The values for the parameters of this laser are shown in Table 4.2: 
Parameter Symbol Value 
Er3+ concentration NC 7.0 x 10
19 cm–3 
1617 nm cross section 1617 3.0 x 10
–20 cm2 
1617 nm Boltzmann factors f1(1617) & f2(1617) 0.036 & 0.21 
1645 nm cross section 1645 2.7 x 10
–20 cm2 
1645 nm Boltzmann factors f1(1645) & f2(1645) 0.022 & 0.21 
Round-trip time tr 1.33
 ns 
Beam area A 0.002 cm2 
Beam overlap factor B 4 
OC reflectivity R 0.4 
Resonator loss  0.1 












For each resonator, the pulse duration was found to be close to inversely proportional 
to the pulse energy, for various output couplers, as shown by a linear plot of inverse pulse 
duration vs. pulse energy for R = 40%, 60% and 80% output couplers in Figure 4.11: 
 
 
FIGURE 4.11: Inverse pulse duration vs. pulse energy for different output couplers. The 
pulse energies at R = 60% and R = 80% were limited to reduce the risk of slab damage. 
 
A less reflective output coupler increases the threshold power, but has no effect on the 
mode size due to the resonator geometry remaining unchanged. The lower round-trip gain 
reduces the pulse energy, but also increases the build-up time and pulse duration. 
Consequently, the product of pulse energy and pulse duration barely changes between 







The experimental and theoretical results of both slabs in different resonators can be 
summarised by the plot of E/A vs. resonator round-trip time in Figure 4.12: 
 
 
FIGURE 4.12: E/A vs. round-trip time for the short and long slabs compared to theory. 
 
The mode area values were estimated using the MATLAB resonator code. The lines 
for the short and long slabs are slightly different because the increased threshold required 
for lasing with the short slab actually favoured the 1617 nm transition, whereas the lasing 
wavelength of the long slab was 1645 nm. The constant B was 5% higher than the 
expected value, however this could be explained by systematic errors in the emission 
cross sections, mode areas, or power meter calibration. 
Eqn. (4.8) shows the problem with using a Q-switched laser to achieve very short 
pulses in Er:YAG. Reducing the beam area in the slab will reduce the E product, 
allowing for shorter pulse durations, but a smaller beam area also results in a higher power 
density which increases the risk of damage. 
 
 




 Shortest pulse 
The shortest duration, highest peak power pulse produced by the Q-switched laser 
using the short slab is shown in Figure 4.13: 
 
 
FIGURE 4.13: The 6 mJ, 14.5 ns duration pulse from the Q-switched laser as measured by 
a 1.5 GHz bandwidth BB-30 photodetector and displayed on a 200 MHz oscilloscope. 
 
The 6 mJ, 14.5 ns pulse corresponded to a peak power of 410 kW at 1617 nm and an 
optical to optical efficiency of 1% from the 600 mJ pump pulse. This pulse duration is the 
equal shortest reported from an actively Q-switched Er:YAG laser so far, but was still 







 Chapter summary 
This chapter has described the design and operation of the Q-switched laser. The 
results of the Q-switching trials showed that the pulse duration was close to inversely 
proportional to the pulse energy, which was explained by expanding on the Q-switched 
laser theory developed by Degnan [109]. While capable of producing high peak powers, the 
Q-switched laser fell short of the desired specifications. The highest pulse energy 
observed from the long slab was 15.5 mJ with a < 25 ns duration, corresponding to over 
650 kW peak power, however this caused damage on the slab surface. Since the slab was 
susceptible to damage from sustained high intra-cavity peak powers, it was necessary to 
reduce both the pulse energy and duration. Trials of a shorter slab and more compact 
resonator succeeded in reducing the pulse duration to less than 15 ns, however the 
maximum achievable pulse energy fell to 6 mJ. While 400 kW peak power was still 
respectable, it fell short of project requirements. This necessitated a change of strategy. 
The next chapter will describe the design, construction and operation of the cavity-























Chapter 5: Cavity-dumped Er:YAG laser 
 
 Introduction 
We have seen that the Q-switched Er:YAG laser prototypes were unable to produce 
the short duration, high peak power pulses demanded by this project. Furthermore, the 
slab was vulnerable to optical damage caused by high intra-cavity peak powers. These 
obstacles could only be overcome with an alternative approach: a cavity-dumped laser. 
This chapter describes the design and construction of a cavity-dumped Er:YAG laser 
that met the requirements for use in a high precision laser range-finder. The Er:YAG slab 
and laser head used for this laser are described in Section 5.2. The resonator layout, 
construction, operating principle, and supporting electrical systems are described in 
Section 5.3. The threshold power calculation in Section 5.4 is followed by the results in 
Section 5.5. The cavity-dumped laser performance is compared to that of the Q-switched 
laser in Section 5.6 and the chapter is summarised in Section 5.7. 
The cavity-dumped laser results reported in this chapter are also provided in the paper 
“Compact cavity-dumped Q-switched Er:YAG laser” that was published in Optics Letters. 
A copy of that paper is included in Appendix A. 
 




 Cavity-dumped laser head 
 Gain medium 
The pulse duration of a cavity-dumped laser is equal to the resonator round-trip time 
provided the switching time is sufficiently fast, as discussed in Section 1.4, and so the 
need for an ultra-compact resonator was alleviated. Thus, I chose to use a larger 0.25% 
Er:YAG slab which was designed by Myles Clark for a methane LIDAR project. This 
slab was already mounted in a laser head along with a glass lens duct to channel the pump 
light into the slab. The slab schematic is shown below in Figure 5.1. The slab measured 
4.06 mm wide, 3.5 mm high, had a shoulder length of 65 mm and a total length of 68.2 
mm. The laser mode had 16 bounces on each side with a 45o angle of incidence, giving a 









FIGURE 5.1: 3D view of the 0.25% Er:YAG slab used in the cavity-dumped laser. 
 
Compared to the 0.5% Er:YAG slabs used in the Q-switched lasers, this slab provided 
more even pump absorption and reduced losses from up-conversion. It also meant the 
gain medium occupied a greater proportion of the total cavity length. The surface 
finishing was performed to similar standards: top and bottom surfaces were fine ground, 
while the reflecting slab surfaces were specified to /10 flatness and 10/5 scratch/dig. The 








 Laser head 
The slab was mounted in a laser head consisting of two copper blocks (Appendix B11) 
with 125 m thick indium sheets to provide stress relief and heat conduction. The base 
block of the laser head was designed to allow for pumping with two pump diodes. The 
chiller system previously used on the Q-switched laser provided cooling water to the 
pump diode and laser head. A picture of this arrangement is shown in Figure 5.2: 
 
FIGURE 5.2: Picture of the laser head, pump diode, lens duct and water cooling.  
 
A side view of the pumping and slab arrangement is depicted in Figure 5.3. The height 
of the pumped region, through which 90% of pump light passes, slightly exceeds 0.6 mm. 
 
 
FIGURE 5.3: Side view of the pump and slab arrangement. The green line represents the 








 Laser resonator 
 Resonator layout 
A schematic of the cavity-dumped laser is shown in Figure 5.4A. It used an RTP 
Pockels cell to electro-optically control the resonator Q-factor. An intra-cavity telescope 
was used to expand the laser mode, reducing the fluence at the Pockels cell and TFP. 
 
FIGURE 5.4A: Schematic of the cavity-dumped laser. The lenses, half-wave plate (HWP), 
thin film polariser (TFP), QWP and Pockels cell are all AR-coated for 1645 nm. 
 
Construction of this resonator was complicated by the need to precisely align the thin 
film polariser (TFP) and “perpendicular” HR arm. However this design benefits from 
reduced intra-cavity loss during the build-up phase compared to the alternative 
configuration shown in Figure 5.4B, as the TFP has lower loss reflecting -polarisation 
compared to transmitting -polarisation [110]. 
 




 Resonator model 
The resonator dimensions were modelled using the MATLAB code from §3.2.2. A 
plot of the mode size in the resonator is shown below in Figure 5.5: 
 
 
FIGURE 5.5: Simulation of the laser mode in the cavity-dumped resonator. The red curve 
corresponds to the horizontal direction. From left to right, the optical components are the 
Q-switch, f = +75 mm lens, f = –50 mm lens, slab and curved 30 cm mirror. The flat 
surfaces of the TFP, HWP and QWP are not depicted.  
 
Preliminary measurements showed that using an f = +100 mm lens in the telescope 
expanded the beam too much, causing clipping on the 2.5 mm Pockels cell aperture and 
a resulting loss in power. Using an f = +75 mm bi-convex lens instead, along with a shorter 
telescope length, reduced the clipping loss. The one-way resonator optical length was 









 Resonator assembly and testing 
I constructed the laser resonator in several stages, the first three of which were exactly 
the same as used for the prototype Q-switched lasers. At every step, the optical alignment 
was optimised by gain-switching the laser using the standard duty cycle (10 ms pump 
pulses at 12 Hz PRF) and maximising the power transmitted through the R = 90% mirror: 
(1) Align two curved mirrors (HR and R = 90% OC) to achieve lasing, using a HeNe 




(2) Replace the curved HR mirror with a flat HR mirror and f = +75 mm lens as shown 
below. Angular mirror alignment is achieved using the back-reflection of the 







(3) Insert the f = –50 mm lens into the resonator. Angular alignment using the HeNe 
beam. Translate laterally using an improvised 2–axis mount to achieve lasing and 




(4) Now the polarisation dependent components can be added. Position the TFP and 
adjust to Brewster’s angle (56o to the normal) to minimise loss. Then insert the 











(5) Rotate the HWP slightly to produce a reflection off the TFP, providing the 
“perpendicular” beam path which is marked with a pinhole. Using a HeNe beam 




(6) Finally, insert the Pockels cell and QWP into the resonator. Rotate the QWP to 




The most difficult parts of the resonator assembly were the positioning of the negative 
lens, the alignment of the flat HR mirror to the reflection from the TFP and the placement 
of the Pockels cell to minimise clipping loss. The threshold power in gain-switched mode 




A picture of the completed laser is shown below in Figure 5.6: 
 
FIGURE 5.6: The completed cavity-dumped laser, showing the Pockels cell (PC) mounted 
in a bulky 2-axis tilt stage. The power meter (PM) is visible at the bottom of the picture, 
while the photodetector (PD) for analysing pulse evolution is visible at the top. 
 
 Cavity-dumped laser operation 
The TFP, when mounted at the Brewster angle, functions as a polarisation controlled 
output coupler, reflecting the -polarisation but transmitting the -polarisation. The QWP 
is rotated by 45o to provide high output coupling when the slab is pumped and no voltage 
is applied to the Pockels cell. The resonator Q is low (i.e. high loss), preventing lasing 
and allowing a population inversion to build up. 
Applying the quarter-wave voltage of 1.1 kV to the Pockels cell at the end of the pump 
pulse reduces the resonator loss, allowing lasing to occur. The laser pulse builds up and 
is dumped out through the TFP by rapidly removing the high voltage from the Pockels 









 Pockels cell driver 
The optimum operation of the cavity-dumped laser relies on a HV driver capable of 
switching off in less than half the resonator round-trip time. This meant a switch-off time 
of less than 2 ns. The switch-on time, which is not required to be exceptionally fast, was 
8 ns. I used a custom Starfire HV pulser from Quantum Technology. It used two input 
triggers, the rising edge of the first to switch on the high voltage, and the rising edge of 
the second to switch it off, and had a minimum “on-time” of 200 ns. 
I used an SRS DG645 digital delay generator triggering off the pump pulse to provide 
the trigger for HV-on and an analog DataPulse 101 pulse generator to provide the trigger 
for HV-off. The latter enabled smooth control of the HV on-time and thereby allowed 
precise and rapid control of the pulse switch-out time, the importance of which will be 
seen from the results in §5.5.2. A not-to-scale representation of the timings of the trigger 
voltages for the cavity-dumped laser is shown in Figure 5.7: 
 
 
FIGURE 5.7: A timing diagram of the pump, trigger and HV pulses. Trigger 1 is prompted 













Pump 10 ms 







The oscilloscope display with the HV triggers and HV output signal from the driver is 
shown in Figure 5.8. The latter was measured using a high voltage probe with an 
attenuation factor of 1000. The “ringing” in both of the trigger signals is caused by 
interference from the on/off switching of the high voltage. The 100 ns delay between the 
rise of the triggers and the HV driver response is caused by the response time of the latter. 
Also note that the apparent 15-20 ns delay between the HV-on/off triggers and the signal 
response is caused by the latter being transmitted over a 3.8 m long cable, as opposed to 




FIGURE 5.8: A screenshot of the HV triggers and HV output monitor on the oscilloscope 
using a 50 ns time scale. HV-on is the orange trace, HV-off is the blue trace and the HV 








 Theoretical comparison 
The measured lasing threshold of 32 W slightly exceeded the predicted lasing threshold 







The relevant parameters for the cavity-dumped laser are listed in Table 5.1: 
Parameter Symbol Value 
Er3+ concentration NC 3.5 x 10
19 cm–3 
Up-conversion parameter Cup 1.8 x 10
–18 cm3 s–1 
Slab pumped volume Vp 0.165
 cm3 
Optical gain length L 18.8 cm 
Pump absorption fraction Fabs 0.65 
Round-trip transmission Trt 0.75 
Upper level threshold NT 5.0 x 10
18 cm–3 
 
TABLE 5.1: The values of parameters for the 0.25% Er:YAG slab. The slab loss was 
measured at ~12.5% for a round-trip, however there was additional loss caused by 
clipping at the Pockels cell aperture. Therefore a value of 0.75 for Trt was assumed. 
 
The upper level population density at threshold was found from Eqn. (3.9) and the 
pump rate from Eqn. (3.10). The predicted threshold power agreed quite well with the 
measured value, considering the uncertainties in the values of the up-conversion 





 Cavity-dumping results 
Following the initial testing of the laser in gain-switched mode, cavity-dumping 
experiments commenced. While in principle cavity-dumped lasers should have no output 
coupling during the build-up phase, I left the R = 90% mirror in place for diagnostic 
purposes, at the penalty of a higher threshold power and reduced efficiency. 
 
 Initial Q-switching 
In order to safely test the cavity-dumped laser, the pump power was initially set to just 
above the lasing threshold observed in gain-switched mode. The QWP was rotated by 45o 
to prevent lasing during pumping and the quarter-wave voltage applied to the Pockels cell. 
The HV on-time was initially set to 200 ns and then gradually increased until lasing was 
observed. I repeated this process with increasing pump powers and recorded the minimum 
HV on-time required for detectable lasing. The results are plotted in Figure 5.9: 
 
 
FIGURE 5.9: The HV on-time needed for detectable Q-switched lasing vs. pump power. 
 




As the peak pump power increased, the minimum HV on-time required for lasing 








based on our Q-switched results, where 𝜏𝐵𝑈 is the build-up time and P is the pump 
power. A plot of inverse build-up time vs. pump power is shown in Figure 5.10: 
 
 
FIGURE 5.10: Plot of the measured inverse build-up time vs. pump power. The solid line 
represents the expected relationship assuming a constant pump absorption efficiency. 
 
While most of the points on the plot fall below the expected line, it must be noted that 
the pump diode was tuned for optimal absorption at high powers. At lower powers, the 
build-up times are longer than expected because the diode junction was cooler and 
therefore had a blue-shifted emission spectrum. This resulted in less efficient pump 




A plot of the evolution of the energy stored in the laser cavity over an extended HV 
on-time was recorded using the photodetector to monitor the power transmitted through 
the R = 90% mirror at 52 W pump power. Figure 5.11 shows the evolution of the Q-
switched pulse if it is not dumped: 
 
 
FIGURE 5.11: The evolution of the Q-switched laser pulse as measured by the Newport 
BB-30 photodetector and displayed on the 200 MHz oscilloscope. 
 
The pulse is not symmetric as the resonator has a low output coupling and thus the 
pulse builds up quickly but decays slowly due to intra-cavity loss and out-coupling 
through the R = 90% mirror. The pulse should be dumped at the peak of the curve, when 
the cavity has the highest stored energy, for optimum laser efficiency but this runs the 
risk of slab and/or component damage when higher pump powers are used. 
When the HV is switched off, the TFP combination functions as a highly transmitting 
element, so lasing will cease and the erbium ions remaining in the upper laser level will 
decay via fluorescence. This was confirmed by monitoring the output of the photodetector. 
 





The cavity was dumped by removing the HV from the Pockels cell during the growth 
of the stored energy. The resulting pulse duration was measured using the BB-30 
photodetector. As expected, the pulse duration was approximately equal to the round-trip 
time of the resonator. A typical output pulse is shown in Figure 5.12: 
 
 
FIGURE 5.12: A typical cavity-dumped laser pulse with 4.5 ns FWHM duration as 
measured by the BB-30 photodetector and displayed on the 200 MHz oscilloscope. The 
small trailing lump is believed to be caused by “ringing” in the photodetector. 
 
While the pulse energy and efficiency would be maximised by dumping the cavity at 
the peak of the stored energy, if the HV on-time was too long, the pulse could be trapped 
inside the resonator for too long and the risk of damage to components would increase. 
However high energy pulses could also be produced by increasing the pump power and 
dumping a partially formed Q-switched pulse by limiting the HV on-time. Although the 
laser efficiency would be lowered, this would reduce the time over which the resonator 




The dependence of the output pulse energy vs. HV on-time for various pump powers 
is plotted in Figure 5.13: 
 
 
FIGURE 5.13: Cavity-dumped pulse energy vs. HV on-time for different pump powers. 
The pulse energy was calculated by dividing the average power by the PRF (12 Hz). 
 
The curve for 50 W peak pump power increases noticeably slower and appears to be 
“rolling over” as the HV on-time increases past 440 ns. This indicates the laser was close 
to the maximum output energy. The other two curves do not appear to show this. 
I later repeated the measurements for 57 W peak pump power with the intention of 
obtaining higher output pulse energies and exceeding 2 MW peak power. These results 
are recorded in Table 5.2 and plotted in Figure 5.14: 
HV on-time (ns) 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 
Laser power (mW) 0 0.3 1.1 8.0 28 72 120 
Pulse energy (mJ) 0 0 0.1 0.7 2.3 6.0 10 
TABLE 5.2: Output power and pulse energy vs. HV on-time with 57 W peak pump power. 






FIGURE 5.14: Cavity-dumped pulse energy vs. HV on-time for 57 W peak pump power. 
 
The highest average output power exceeded 120 mW, corresponding to a pulse energy 
of 10 mJ, giving an optical to optical efficiency of ~1.7% from the 570 mJ pump pulse. 
This could be improved by replacing the R = 90% mirror with one of higher reflectivity 
or increasing the HV on-time, although the increased risk of damage to the slab must be 
considered. With a pulse duration of 4.5 ns, this was a peak power of more than 2 MW. 
The laser wavelength was measured to be 1645 nm, as is consistent with the prediction 
that the population inversion was too low to yield lasing at 1617 nm: 
 
 
𝑁2 = 𝑁𝐶 (
𝜎1617(𝑓1(1617)) − 𝜎1645(𝑓1(1645))
𝜎1617(𝑓1 + 𝑓2)1617 − 𝜎1645(𝑓1 + 𝑓2)1645
) (5.3) 
 
This shows that lasing at 1617 nm requires N2 to exceed 1.20 x 10
19 cm–3, which is 
more than double the threshold upper level population NT calculated in Section 5.4, so 




 Beam profile 
The beam profile was recorded using a Goodrich SU-320M InGaAs CCD camera 
located ~60 cm from the flat HR mirror. It was processed using the MATLAB file 
GaussPictures.m (see Appendix C3). The results are shown in Figure 5.15: 
 
FIGURE 5.15: Plot of the beam profile at the CCD camera, a distance of ~50 cm from the 
TFP. The axis numbers denote the pixel numbers where each pixel is 40 m x 40 m. The 
solid curves are the best-fit Gaussians in the horizontal (red) and vertical (green) planes. 
 
The picture shows that the beam is elliptical, with the vertical spot radius of the laser 
mode of 0.9 mm being much less than the horizontal spot radius of 1.6 mm. 
 




The expected spot size of a TEM00 beam at the camera can be estimated using ABCD 
matrices. The matrix for propagation from the beam waist at the flat HR mirror to the 

















where z is the propagation length from the beam waist to the camera position: 
 





being the sum of the free space distances divided by their respective refractive indices. 






























+ 𝑧 (5.8) 
 
The expected beam radius 𝑤′ at the camera, located at a distance of ~60 cm from the 




Since the resonator model in §5.3.2 predicts a vertical beam waist, w0, of ~0.40
 mm at 






= 0.88 mm (5.9) 
 
which compares well with the measured vertical beam radius of ~0.9 mm. 
The vertical beam radius at the CCD camera could also have been estimated using  
 






















= 0.88 mm (5.12) 
 
The horizontal beam radius at the camera should be nearly 1.0 mm based on beam 
divergence from the flat HR mirror (see Figure 5.5), assuming that it is a TEM00 beam. 
The much larger size observed indicates that the laser beam is higher order in the 
horizontal direction, although there was no requirement for very high beam quality. 
The astigmatism of the beam can be attributed to the width of the pumped region 
greatly exceeding the height and the 3.2 mm clear aperture permitting lasing in a higher 
order mode. This higher order mode could be removed by altering the resonator design. 




 Comparison to Q-switched laser 
The performance of the cavity-dumped laser was far superior to that of the Q-switched 
laser in terms of short pulse duration and peak power. While the minimum FWHM 
duration of a Q-switched pulse was greater than 10 round trips, the duration of a cavity-
dumped pulse was equal to the resonator round-trip time. Both lasers were somewhat 
comparable in terms of pulse energy, however the Q-switched laser required a 
progressively greater pump power to achieve a linear increase in pulse energy. Conversely, 
the cavity-dumped laser was capable of substantially higher pulse energies from relatively 
modest increases in the pump power and/or build-up time, with the main limitation being 
the risk of optical damage to the slab surfaces. This was found to occur once the pulse 
energy exceeded 10.5 mJ, showing that there was room for improvement in the design. 
 
 Chapter summary 
A cavity-dumped Er:YAG CPF slab laser was designed and constructed. The threshold 
power was only slightly above the predicted value of 31 W. The output pulses had a 
constant FWHM duration of 4.5 ns, while the pulse energy could be controlled by varying 
the pump power and build-up time. Instability just above threshold meant that the best 
way to obtain a stable output power was to increase the pump power and reduce the high 
voltage on-time. Pulses of up to 10 mJ were obtained, corresponding to over 2 MW peak 
output power at 1645 nm, which is the highest in the world at the present time. However 
the susceptibility of the CPF slab to optical damage limits the likelihood of reaching 
higher peak powers. Nevertheless there is still room for improvement in laser efficiency 




Chapter 6: Conclusion 
 
 Project summary 
The original goal of my project was to develop a short-pulse, high peak power Er:YAG 
laser that would be capable of replacing existing wavelength-shifted Nd:YAG laser 
range-finders. The project objectives were achieved, though not as originally planned: 
both of the Q-switched lasers were found to be inadequate for this task and only a cavity-
dumped laser was capable of providing the desired pulse duration and peak power.  
Chapter 1 reviewed previous work in eye-safe laser systems, Q-switched Er:YAG 
lasers and cavity-dumped lasers. Chapter 2 discussed the spectroscopic properties of 
Er:YAG and the drawbacks in using it as a gain medium. Low gain, re-absorption and 
up-conversion limit the peak power achievable compared to the more widely used 
Nd:YAG gain medium. Aided by MATLAB simulations, two CPF slabs were designed 
with the intention of overcoming these problems. The pump diode mounting and 
characterisation, lens duct design and laser heads for each slab were also discussed. 
Chapter 3 described the design and assembly of a diode-pumped Er:YAG CPF slab 
laser using both slab designs. It also reported gain-switched lasing measurements and 
compared the results to theoretical predictions of threshold power and slope efficiency. 
These generally showed good agreement, although the laser was less efficient than 
expected when using an R = 40% output coupler. 




Chapter 4 reported the construction and operation of the Q-switched laser, which was 
built in two main variants. The first used the 35.6 mm long slab and achieved pulses of 
up to 15.5 mJ with less than 25 ns duration. However as with all Q-switched lasers, the 
intra-cavity peak power was significantly larger than the output peak power. This resulted 
in optical damage to the slab surfaces. The second variant used the 21.6 mm short slab 
and was designed to be as compact as possible. It achieved shorter pulse durations due to 
the reduced optical length of the cavity. However the lower round trip gain and stored 
energy limited the pulse energy to a maximum of 6 mJ, with the shortest observed pulse 
duration being 14.5 ns. The 400 kW peak power fell short of that required for the range-
finding laser. The performance of these lasers and a comparison with theoretical 
predictions were reported in the Optics Express publication provided in Appendix A, 
further developing quasi-three-level Q-switched laser theory. 
Chapter 5 described the design, assembly and operation of the cavity-dumped laser. 
This architecture allowed the generation of pulses of variable energy with duration equal 
to the resonator round trip time. This overcame the inherent problems of the Q-switched 
lasers by decoupling the inverse relationship between pulse energy and duration that 
applies for normal Q-switched lasers. Pulses of up to 10 mJ of 4.5 ns duration at 12 Hz 
PRF were safely generated, corresponding to over 2 MW of peak power. This is currently 
the highest peak power achieved from any 1.6 m Er:YAG laser. These results were 
reported in the Optics Letters publication provided in Appendix A. 
As far as we know, these lasers were the first Q-switched and cavity-dumped Er:YAG 
lasers using CPF slabs. The comparison between them improved our understanding of the 








 Comparison of Q-switching vs. cavity-dumping 
Combining previous knowledge with my project results, a brief comparison of the 
advantages and disadvantages of Q-switching and cavity-dumping is now provided. 
The schematics of the Q-switched (top) and cavity-dumped (bottom) lasers are 














 Advantages and disadvantages of Q-switching 
Advantages of Q-switching: 
 Q-switching does not require the exceptionally fast HV electronics demanded by 
a cavity-dumped laser. The HV rise-time must only be less than the pulse build-
up time. 
 The resonator alignment is easier since it does not include a TFP, half-wave plate 
and perpendicular HR arm. 
 A simpler laser with a smaller parts count has a lower manufacturing cost. 
 
Disadvantages of Q-switching: 
 The minimum pulse duration is several times the resonator round trip time, and 
even longer in Er:YAG lasers due to the low gain. 
 Reducing the resonator round-trip time to achieve a shorter pulse duration 
requires a compact telescopic resonator, which is harder to align. 
 The intra-cavity peak power is greater than the peak output power by a factor 
of (1 + 𝑅) (1 − 𝑅)⁄ . This can lead to optical damage at high peak power. 
 Decreasing the output coupler reflectivity reduces the intra-cavity power but 









 Advantages and disadvantages of cavity-dumping 
Advantages of cavity-dumping: 
 It is easier to achieve short pulses since pulse duration is set to the resonator round 
trip time provided the high voltage switching is fast enough. 
 Therefore, the resonator can be larger than that for a Q-switched laser. 
 Eliminating the out-coupling during the build-up phase reduces threshold power. 
 The peak intra-cavity power does not exceed the peak output power of the dumped 
pulse. This reduces the damage risk if the pulse is dumped at the appropriate time. 
 Pulse energy can be controlled by varying pump power and/or dump time. 
 Pulse duration can be lengthened without reducing the pulse energy by slowing 
down the switching time of the Pockels cell, in a process called “throttling” [111]. 
 
Disadvantages of cavity-dumping: 
 Faster and more expensive HV electronics are required to dump the pulse. 
 Alignment of the TFP and perpendicular HR arm is more complicated. 











 Further work 
The efficiency of our lasers could potentially be improved by spectrally narrowing the 
pump diode output by using a volume Bragg grating as well as by reflecting some of the 
un-absorbed pump light back into the slab. Other marginal improvements in efficiency 
could be achieved through anti-reflective coatings on the entry face of the lens duct. 
The efficiency of our cavity-dumped Er:YAG laser could also be improved by 
reducing losses, namely by increasing the reflectance of the curved mirror and eliminating 
clipping from the beam on the Pockels cell aperture. 
A problem for both lasers, particularly the Q-switched laser, was the tendency of the 
slab to incur surface damage at high peak powers. This limitation might one day be 
alleviated by improved polishing techniques that reduce scratch size. 
The possibility of increasing the beam size in the slab in order to decrease fluence is 
worthy of further investigation. This would be achieved by increasing the height of the 
pumped region in the slab to support a larger fundamental and/or higher order modes, an 
acceptable solution since range-finding does not require extremely high beam quality. 
This would also allow the use of more pump power, giving higher pulse energies, 
although the pulse durations would not decrease. 
Using two pump diodes would provide the extra power required to increase the pulse 
energy with the same PRF, or produce the same pulse energy at higher PRF. For example 
each pump diode was capable of producing > 40 W peak power on a 20% duty cycle. 
However these techniques could be more effective for the cavity-dumped laser because 




Appendix A: Publications 
 
Two papers were published as a direct result of my project: 
 
(1) D. Ottaway, L. Harris and P. Veitch, “Short-pulse actively Q-switched Er:YAG 
lasers”, Optics Express, vol. 24, no. 14, pp. 15341-15350 (2016) 
 
(2) L. Harris, M. Clark, D. Ottaway and P. Veitch, “Compact cavity-dumped Q-switched 




























































































































Appendix B: Technical drawings 
 
Schematics of the Er:YAG CPF slabs polished by BAE Systems Australia (Holden Hill) 
 





























































FIGURE B6: Drawing of the aluminium spacer (made by the School of Physics workshop) 


















































































Appendix C: MATLAB codes 
 
C1: Er:YAG gain medium modelling; programs to model the Er:YAG CPFS: 
 
Er_YAG_CW_Dimension.m: 
% A function to model the population levels in Er:YAG including 















% Load the parameters for the model 
situation = 'BAE_params'; 
Er_YAG_parameters 
nx_points = 20;    % Number of points along the crystal length 
NC = a.doping.*1.4e20;  % 1.4e20 is the concentration for 1% 
options = []; 
tspan = 5e-2; 
  
N0 = zeros(5*nx_points,1); 
N0(1:nx_points) = ones(nx_points,1)*NC; 
  
width_v = linspace(0.1,0.18,17); 
area_v = 10*width_v; 
clength_v = linspace(2,6,17); 
  
[width_m,clength_m] = meshgrid(clength_v,width_v); 
[area_m,clength_m] = meshgrid(clength_v,area_v); 
  
for ii = 1:length(width_v) 
   for jj = 1:length(clength_v) 
       [ii,jj] 
       a.clength = clength_v(jj);   % Length of crystal 
       a.plength = a.clength*2*sqrt(2);  % The paths within the gain medium 
         
       xx = linspace(0,a.clength,nx_points); 
       delta_x = a.clength/nx_points; 
       





       a.pump_dia_v = width_v(ii);   % pump diameter in vertical 
       a.pump_dia_h = width_v(ii);   % pump diameter in horizontal 
       lasing_mode_area = (a.pump_dia_h*a.pump_dia_v); 
       pump_area = (2*abs(xx-a.pump_waist_loc)*a.pump_div_v + a.pump_dia_v)... 
          .*(2*abs(xx-a.pump_waist_loc)*a.pump_div_h + a.pump_dia_h); 
         
       energy_scaling = a.h*a.c/lambda_l*delta_x*lasing_mode_area/(fl_upper + fl_lower); 
 
       pump = 20; 
       a.pump_in = pump*[1,1,1,1,1]/5; 
       Er_Pop = @(t,N) Er_Pop_Model_Spatial_Spectral(N,a); 
       [t_cycle,Ntemp] = ode45(Er_Pop,[0,tspan],N0); 
         
       delta_n = delta_x*sum(Ntemp(length(t_cycle),(1:nx_points))*a.f1... 
           - Ntemp(length(t_cycle),(nx_points+1):2*nx_points)*a.f2); 
       pump_out20(ii,jj) = sum(a.pump_in.*exp(-a.abs_c*delta_n)); 
       gol = sigma_l*sum(Ntemp(length(t_cycle),(nx_points+1):2*nx_points)*fl_upper... 
           -Ntemp(length(t_cycle),(1:nx_points))*fl_lower)*delta_x; 
       gain20(ii,jj) = exp(2*gol*a.plength/a.clength); 
       energy_available20(ii,jj) = -sum(Ntemp(length(t_cycle),(1:nx_points))*fl_lower... 
           - Ntemp(length(t_cycle),(nx_points+1):2*nx_points)*fl_upper)*energy_scaling; 
       %energy_available_thresh20(ii,jj) = (-sum(Ntemp(length(t_cycle), 
(1:nx_points))*fl_lower - Ntemp(length(t_cycle),(nx_points+1):2*nx_points)*fl_upper)... 
       %    - log(1/a.oc_refl)/(2*a.plength*sigma_l))*energy_scaling; 
        
       pump = 50; 
       a.pump_in = pump*[1,1,1,1,1]/5; 
       Er_Pop = @(t,N) Er_Pop_Model_Spatial_Spectral(N,a); 
       [t_cycle,Ntemp] = ode45(Er_Pop,[0,tspan],N0); 
         
       delta_n = delta_x*sum(Ntemp(length(t_cycle),(1:nx_points))*a.f1... 
           - Ntemp(length(t_cycle),(nx_points+1):2*nx_points)*a.f2); 
       pump_out50(ii,jj) = sum(a.pump_in.*exp(-a.abs_c*delta_n)); 
       gol = sigma_l*sum(Ntemp(length(t_cycle),(nx_points+1):2*nx_points)*fl_upper... 
           -Ntemp(length(t_cycle),(1:nx_points))*fl_lower)*delta_x; 
       gain50(ii,jj) = exp(2*gol*a.plength/a.clength); 
       energy_available50(ii,jj) = -sum(Ntemp(length(t_cycle),(1:nx_points))*fl_lower... 
           - Ntemp(length(t_cycle),(nx_points+1):2*nx_points)*fl_upper)*energy_scaling; 
       %energy_available_thresh50(ii,jj) = (-sum(Ntemp(length(t_cycle), 
(1:nx_points))*fl_lower - Ntemp(length(t_cycle),(nx_points+1):2*nx_points)*fl_upper)... 
       %    - log(1/a.oc_refl)/(2*a.plength*sigma_l))*energy_scaling;     






title('Transmitted Pump for 20 Watts') 
xlabel('Slab Length (cm)') 






%title('Energy Available when CW pumped with 20 W (Threshold)') 
%xlabel('Slab Length (cm)') 





title('Energy Available when CW pumped with 20 W') 
xlabel('Slab Length (cm)') 






title('Gain when CW pumped with 20 W') 
xlabel('Slab Length (cm)') 










title('Transmitted Pump for 50 Watts') 
xlabel('Slab Length (cm)') 






%title('Energy Available when CW pumped with 50 W (Threshold)') 
%xlabel('Slab Length (cm)') 





title('Energy Available when CW pumped with 50 W') 
xlabel('Slab Length (cm)') 






title('Gain when CW pumped with 50 W') 
xlabel('Slab Length (cm)') 





function [f_lower,f_upper] = fpop_ErYAG(sub_level_lower,sub_level_upper,T) 
 
% sub_level_lower is the sub level of the lower state  
% sub_level_upper is the sub level of the upper state 
% T is the temperature in Kelvin 
 
h = 6.62e-34; 
c = 3e8; 
lower_band_states = [0,19,57,76,414,424,523,568]; 
upper_band_states = [6544,6596,6602,6779,6800,6818,6879]-6544; 
k = 1.38e-23; 
 
energy_upper = 100*upper_band_states*h*c;  
energy_lower = 100*lower_band_states*h*c;  
 
Z_upper = sum(exp(-(energy_upper)./(k*T))); 
Z_lower = sum(exp(-(energy_lower./(k*T)))); 
 
f_upper = exp(-energy_upper(sub_level_upper)./(k*T))./Z_upper; 

































% A function to model the population levels in Er:YAG including 
% upconversion and bleaching 
  












   T = 295; 
   pump_in = 50; 
   sigma_l = 2.7e-20; 
   [fl_lower,fl_upper] = fpop_ErYAG(7,3,T); 
   lambda_l = 1.645e-6;   % The lasing wavelength 
   laser_mode_diam = 0.08;   % Laser mode diameter 
   a.pump_shape = 'rectangle'; 
   a.oc_refl = 0.8;   % The output coupler reflectivity 
   a.clength = 3;    % Length of crystal 
   a.plength = a.clength*2*sqrt(2);   % The paths within the gain medium 
   a.pump_dia_v = 0.08;   % pump diameter in vertical (0.1) 
   a.pump_div_v = 0;    % pump divergence in vertical 
   a.pump_dia_h = 0.2;   % pump diameter in horizontal (0.15) 
   a.pump_div_h = 0;    % pump divergence in horizontal 
     
   a.pump_waist_loc = 0.4;   % pump waist location relative to the input coupler 
   a.doping = 0.5;    % 0.5% Er:YAG 
   a.Cup = 3.6e-18;   % Upconversion rates? 
   a.f2 = 0.080;   % Normalized Boltzmann factors 
   a.f1 = 0.25;   % Normalized Boltzmann factors 
   a.lambda = 1.47e-6;   % Laser pump wavelength 
   NC = a.doping.*1.4e20;   %1.4e20 is the concentration for 1% 
   abs_c = [0.9,0.5,0.9,0.3,0.9]/a.f1; 
   a.abs_c = abs_c/NC;   % Absolute absorption coefficient 
 
else 
    error('Incorrectly specified test_params') 
end 
  
a.h = 6.62e-34;    % Planck's constant 
a.lifetime = 6.8e-3;   % Lifetime of the upper lasing state of Er:YAG 
a.c = 3e8;     % Speed of light 
  
a.w21 = 1/a.lifetime;   % Rate of decay state 2-> 1 (s^-1) 
a.w31 = 118;   % Rate of decay state 3->1 (s^-1) 
a.w32 = 1/5e-4;   % A guess at the non-radiative decay rate based on Tellurite 
a.w41 = 51;   % Rate of decay state 4 ->1 (s^-1) 
a.w42 = 57;   % Rate of decay state 4 ->2 (s^-1) 
a.w43 = 1e5;   % Too slow but fast enough to dominate other processes 
a.w51 = 1484;   % Rate of decay state 5 ->1 (s^-1) 
a.w52 = 608;   % Rate of decay state 5 ->2 (s^-1) 
a.w53 = 44;   % Rate of decay state 5 ->3 (s^-1) 
a.w54 = 66;   % Rate of decay state 5 ->4 (s^-1) 
  
a.Cup2 = 0;   % Upconversion rates 









C2: Laser mode plot, graphics generation and component ABCD matrices: 
 
Telescope.m: 
% *Prototype telescopic resonator* 
  
% Driver program for beam propagation in CPF Slab. Define each component of the 
% optic system, then propagates a Gaussian beam through the system. 
% Finds waist locations and widths, and can calculate eigenmode (cavity mode) of 
% the system. Requires the following files to run properly: 
% Graphics: eigenmode.m, propagate.m, Gauss_addgraphics.m 




for j = 1:4   % loop for 4 different absorbed pump powers 
wavelength = 1.645e-4;   % Laser wavelength [cm] 
plot_units = 'mm';   % Units for beam width. Use 'cm', 'mm' or 'um' 
fill_factor = 'on';   % Calculate fill-factor for slabs if 'on' 
  
slab_length = 3.5; n = 1.813; 
theta = 61.12;   % Brewster angle 
in_angle = asind(sind(theta)/n); 
path_length = 2*sqrt(2)*slab_length; 
dist1 = 6; 
fcoll = 10; fdiv = -5; 
delta_x = 1.5; 
dist2 = 2; 
dist3 = 14; 
OC_RoC = 20;   % OC curvature radius 
  
% Define optical elements 
HR = mirror(Inf); 
sp1 = free_space(dist1); 
poslens = thin_lens(fcoll,fcoll); 
scope = free_space(fdiv+fcoll+delta_x); 
neglens = thin_lens(fdiv,fdiv); 
sp3 = free_space(dist2); 
in_face = curv_surf(1,n,Inf,0,theta); 
slab1 = GRIN_lens(4.92,n,0,0); 
slab2 = GRIN_lens(4.92,n,0,0); 
out_face = curv_surf(n,1,Inf,0,90-theta); 
sp4 = free_space(dist3); 
OC = mirror(OC_RoC); 
  
% Define the system of components in sequence 
system = {HR,sp1,poslens,scope,neglens,sp3,in_face,slab1,slab2,out_face,sp4,OC}; 
 
%init_q = 1i*pi*init_w0^2/wavelength; % define initial q from initial waist 
%init_q2 = 1i*pi*init_w0_2^2/wavelength; % initial q for secondary axis 
[init_q,stab_v(j)] = eigenmode(system);   % look for eigenmodes of the system 
[init_q2,stab_h(j)] = eigenmode(system,2);   % look for eigenmodes of the system 
                                             % in the secondary axis 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
scaling = 1; 
if strcmp(plot_units,'cm'); scaling = 1; 
elseif strcmp(plot_units,'mm'); scaling = 10; 
end; 
 
% Call propagate.m for primary axis and calculate R and w 
[q,d,waist_loc,waist_size,graphics] =...  
    propagate(wavelength,init_q,system,1);  
q_inv = 1./q; 
R_system = 1./real(q_inv);   % Beam radii of curvature 






% Call propagate.m for secondary axis and calculate R and w 
[q2,d2,waist_loc2,waist_size2,graphics2] =... 
    propagate(wavelength,init_q2,system,2); 
q_inv2 = 1./q2; 
R_system2 = 1./real(q_inv2);   % Beam radii of curvature 
w_system2 = sqrt(-wavelength./(pi*imag(q_inv2)))*scaling;   % Beam widths 
  
ax_label = 'Length [cm]'; 
if isequal(fill_factor, 'on') 
    % Determine the fill factor within the GRIN lens (i.e. laser slab) 
    startloc = graphics.startloc; 
    endloc = graphics.endloc; 
    stepsize = d(startloc+5)-d(startloc+4); 
    % Integrate to find total area swept out by beam 
    areainbeam_vert = sum(real(w_system(startloc:endloc-1)))*stepsize; 
    areainbeam_horiz = sum(real(w_system2(startloc:endloc-1)))*stepsize; 
    % Total pumped area, assuming rectangular pumped region 
    pumped_area_vert = (d(endloc)-d(startloc))*... 
        max(real(w_system(startloc:endloc))); 
    pumped_area_horiz = (d(endloc)-d(startloc))*... 
        max(real(w_system2(startloc:endloc))); 
    % Fill factor of the pumped region by laser beam (higher order modes 
    % have widths proportional to that of fundamental Gaussian) 
    eff_vert = areainbeam_vert/pumped_area_vert; 
    eff_horiz = areainbeam_horiz/pumped_area_horiz; 
    ax_label = {'Length [cm]'}; 
end 
  
% Plot beam profile(s) 
figure(1) 
plot(d,w_system,d,-w_system,'color','g')    % vertical beam 
hold on 
plot(d2,w_system2,d2,-w_system2,'color','r')    % horizontal beam 
xlabel(ax_label) 
if strcmp(plot_units,'um'); plot_units = '\mum'; end; 
ylabel(['Beam width [' plot_units ']']) 
  
% Axes limits 
ax_max = max(max(real(w_system)),max(real(w_system2)))*1.2; 
axis ([-max(d)*0.05 max(d)*1.05 -ax_max*1.05 ax_max*1.05]) 
% Add component locations and waist locations to graph 
Gauss_addgraphics(ax_max,graphics,waist_loc,waist_size*scaling,... 

























% *Final Q-switched Laser* 
 
% Driver program for beam propagation in CPF Slab. Define each component of the  
% optic system, then propagates a Gaussian beam through the system. 
% Finds waist locations and widths, and can calculate eigenmode (cavity mode) of  
% the system. Requires the following files to run properly: 
% Graphics: eigenmode.m, propagate.m, Gauss_addgraphics.m 




for j = 1:4   % loop for 4 different absorbed pump powers 
wavelength = 1.617e-4;   % Laser wavelength [cm] 
plot_units = 'mm';   % Units for beam width. Use 'mm' or 'um' 
fill_factor = 'on';    % Calculate fill-factor for slabs if 'on' 
  
slab_length = 2.1; n = 1.813; 
theta = 61.12;   % Brewster angle 
in_angle = asind(sind(theta)/n); 
path_length = 2*sqrt(2)*slab_length; 
dist1 = 1.5; 
fcoll = 5; fdiv = -3; 
delta_x = 0.25; 
dist2 = 0.8; 
dist3 = 1.2; 
OC_RoC = 30; 
Length = dist1+3.5+(2+delta_x)+dist2+10.67+dist3; 
  
% Define optical elements 
HR = mirror(Inf); 
sp1 = free_space(dist1); 
RTP = free_space(1.14,1.76); 
sp0 = free_space(0.5,1); 
poslens = thick_lens(0.53,1.5,-2.58,9999999); 
scope = free_space(fdiv+fcoll+delta_x); 
neglens = thick_lens(0.2,1.5,9999999,-1.55); 
sp2 = free_space(dist2); 
in_face = curv_surf(1,n,Inf,0,theta); 
slab1 = GRIN_lens(2.94,n,0,0); 
slab2 = GRIN_lens(2.94,n,0,0); 
out_face = curv_surf(n,1,Inf,0,90-theta); 
sp3 = free_space(dist3); 
OC = mirror(OC_RoC); 
  
% Define the system of components in sequence 
system = {HR,sp1,RTP,sp0,poslens,scope,neglens,sp2,in_face,slab1,slab2,out_face,sp3,OC}; 
  
%init_q = 1i*pi*init_w0^2/wavelength; % define initial q from initial waist 
%init_q2 = 1i*pi*init_w0_2^2/wavelength; % initial q for secondary axis 
[init_q,stab_v(j)] = eigenmode(system);   % look for eigenmodes of the system 
[init_q2,stab_h(j)] = eigenmode(system,2);   % look for eigenmodes of the system 
                                             % in the secondary axis 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
scaling = 1; 
if strcmp(plot_units,'cm'); scaling = 1; 
elseif strcmp(plot_units,'mm'); scaling = 10; 
end; 
  
% Call propagate.m for primary axis and calculate R and w 
[q,d,waist_loc,waist_size,graphics] =...  
    propagate(wavelength,init_q,system,1);  
q_inv = 1./q; 
R_system = 1./real(q_inv);   % Beam radii of curvature 










% Call propagate.m for secondary axis and calculate R and w 
[q2,d2,waist_loc2,waist_size2,graphics2] =... 
    propagate(wavelength,init_q2,system,2); 
q_inv2 = 1./q2; 
R_system2 = 1./real(q_inv2);  % Beam radii of curvature 
w_system2 = sqrt(-wavelength./(pi*imag(q_inv2)))*scaling;   % Beam widths 
ax_label = 'Length [cm]'; 
if isequal(fill_factor, 'on') 
    % Determine the fill factor within the GRIN lens (i.e. slab) 
    startloc = graphics.startloc; 
    endloc = graphics.endloc; 
    stepsize = d(startloc+5)-d(startloc+4); 
    % Integrate to find total area swept out by beam 
    areainbeam_vert = sum(real(w_system(startloc:endloc-1)))*stepsize; 
    areainbeam_horiz = sum(real(w_system2(startloc:endloc-1)))*stepsize; 
    % Total pumped area, assuming rectangular pumped region 
    pumped_area_vert = (d(endloc)-d(startloc))*... 
        max(real(w_system(startloc:endloc))); 
    pumped_area_horiz = (d(endloc)-d(startloc))*... 
        max(real(w_system2(startloc:endloc))); 
    % Fill factor of the pumped region by laser beam (higher order modes have widths 
    % proportional to that of fundamental Gaussian) 
    eff_vert = areainbeam_vert/pumped_area_vert; 
    eff_horiz = areainbeam_horiz/pumped_area_horiz; 
    ax_label = {'Length [cm]'} 
end 
  
% Plot beam profile(s) 
figure(1) 
plot(d,w_system,d,-w_system,'color','g')   % vertical beam 
hold on 
plot(d2,w_system2,d2,-w_system2,'color','r')   % horizontal beam 
xlabel(ax_label) 
if strcmp(plot_units,'um'); plot_units = '\mum'; end; 
ylabel(['Beam width [' plot_units ']']) 
  
% Axes limits 
ax_max = max(max(real(w_system)),max(real(w_system2)))*1.2; 
axis ([-max(d)*0.05 max(d)*1.05 -ax_max*1.05 ax_max*1.05]) 
% Add component locations and waist locations to graph 
gauss_addgraphics(ax_max,graphics,waist_loc,waist_size*scaling,... 
























% Cavity-dumped laser resonator 
 
% Driver program for beam propagation in CPF Slab. Define each component of the optic 
system, then propagates a Gaussian beam through the system. 
% Finds waist locations and widths, and calculates eigenmode (cavity mode) of the 
system. Requires the following files to run properly: 
% Graphics: eigenmode.m, propagate.m, Gauss_addgraphics.m 




for j = 1:4    % loop for 4 different absorbed pump powers 
wavelength = 1.645e-4;   % Laser wavelength [cm] 
plot_units = 'mm';   % Units for beam width. Use 'mm' or 'um' 
fill_factor = 'on';   % Calculate fill-factor for slabs if 'on' 
  
slab_length = 6.7; n = 1.813; 
theta = 61.12;   % Brewster angle 
in_angle = asind(sind(theta)/n); 
path_length = 2*sqrt(2)*slab_length; 
dist1 = 4; 
dist2 = 16; 
fcoll = 7.5; fdiv = -5; 
delta_x = 1; 
dist3 = 1.7; 
dist4 = 3; 
OC_RoC = 30;   % OC curvature radius 
Length = 6+dist2+(2.5+delta_x)+dist3+34+dist4; 
  
% Define optical elements 
HR = mirror(Inf); 
sp1 = free_space(dist1); 
RTP = free_space(2,1.76); 
sp2 = free_space(dist2); 
poslens = thick_lens(0.41,1.5,-7.66,7.66); 
scope = free_space(fdiv+fcoll+delta_x); 
neglens = thick_lens(0.2,1.5,999999,-2.58); 
sp3 = free_space(dist3); 
in_face = curv_surf(1,n,Inf,0,theta); 
slab1 = GRIN_lens(9.4,n,0,0); 
slab2 = GRIN_lens(9.4,n,0,0); 
out_face = curv_surf(n,1,Inf,0,90-theta); 
sp4 = free_space(dist4); 
OC = mirror(OC_RoC); 
  
% Define the system components in sequence 
system = {HR,sp1,RTP,sp2,poslens,scope,neglens,sp3,in_face, 
slab1,slab2,out_face,sp4,OC}; 
  
%init_q = 1i*pi*init_w0^2/wavelength; % define initial q from initial waist 
%init_q2 = 1i*pi*init_w0_2^2/wavelength; % initial q for secondary axis 
[init_q,stab_v(j)] = eigenmode(system);   % look for eigenmodes of the system 
[init_q2,stab_h(j)] = eigenmode(system,2);  % look for eigenmodes of the   
                                  % system in secondary axis 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
scaling = 1; 
if strcmp(plot_units,'cm'); scaling = 1; 
elseif strcmp(plot_units,'mm'); scaling = 10; 
end; 
  
% Call propagate.m for primary axis and calculate R and w 
[q,d,waist_loc,waist_size,graphics] = propagate(wavelength,init_q,system,1);  
q_inv = 1./q; 
R_system = 1./real(q_inv);   % radii of curvature of beam 








% Call propagate.m for secondary axis and calculate R and w 
[q2,d2,waist_loc2,waist_size2,graphics2] =... 
   propagate(wavelength,init_q2,system,2); 
q_inv2 = 1./q2; 
 
R_system2 = 1./real(q_inv2);   % radii of curvature of beam 
w_system2 = sqrt(-wavelength./(pi*imag(q_inv2)))*scaling;   % beam widths 
  
ax_label = 'Length [cm]'; 
if isequal(fill_factor, 'on') 
   % Determine the fill factor within the GRIN lens (i.e. laser slab) 
   startloc = graphics.startloc; 
   endloc = graphics.endloc; 
   stepsize = d(startloc+5)-d(startloc+4); 
   % Integrate to find total area swept out by beam 
   areainbeam_vert = sum(real(w_system(startloc:endloc-1)))*stepsize; 
   areainbeam_horiz = sum(real(w_system2(startloc:endloc-1)))*stepsize; 
   % Total pumped area, assuming rectangular pumped region 
   pumped_area_vert = (d(endloc)-d(startloc))*... 
       max(real(w_system(startloc:endloc))); 
   pumped_area_horiz = (d(endloc)-d(startloc))*... 
       max(real(w_system2(startloc:endloc))); 
   % Fill factor of the pumped region by laser beam (higher order modes have                        
widths proportional to that of fundamental Gaussian) 
   eff_vert = areainbeam_vert/pumped_area_vert; 
   eff_horiz = areainbeam_horiz/pumped_area_horiz; 
   ax_label = {'Length [cm]'}; 
end 
  
% Plot beam profile(s) 
figure(2) 
plot(d,w_system,d,-w_system,'color','g')    % Vertical beam 
hold on 
plot(d2,w_system2,d2,-w_system2,'color','r')    % Horizontal beam 
xlabel(ax_label) 
if strcmp(plot_units,'um'); plot_units = '\mum'; end; 
ylabel(['Beam width [' plot_units ']']) 
  
% Axes limits 
ax_max = max(max(real(w_system)),max(real(w_system2)))*1.2; 
axis ([-max(d)*0.05 max(d)*1.05 -ax_max*1.05 ax_max*1.05]) 
% Add component locations and waist locations to graph 
Gauss_addgraphics(ax_max,graphics,waist_loc,waist_size*scaling,... 





function [init_q,stability] = eigenmode(system,axis) 
% For use in Gaussian_beams.m. 
% Calculates the eigenmode (self-consistent mode) of the system, i.e. cavity modes. 
% Multiplies the ABCD matrices of each component in system (both forwards and backwards 
% directions) and finds the self-consistent solution. Returns an initial q = 0 if no  
% mode is found (unstable). For systems that differ in the two axes, define axis 
% variable - 1 for primary (uses the .mat matrix of each component), 2 for secondary 
% (uses the .mat2 matrix of each component if defined, else assumes the component is  
% identical in both and uses .mat matrix). 
  
ABCD = [1,0;0,1]; 
if nargin == 1;axis = 1;end 
for i = 1:length(system)   % forward propagation through system 
    if strcmp(system{i}.type,'thick lens') 
       % special provisions required for thick lens due to asymetry. 
       surf1 = curv_surf(1,system{i}.n_inner,system{i}.R1); 
       inside_lens = free_space(system{i}.length,system{i}.n_inner); 
       surf2 = curv_surf(system{i}.n_inner,1,system{i}.R2); 
       ABCD = surf2.mat*inside_lens.mat*surf1.mat*ABCD; 
    else 
       % component ordering begins from the right 
       if (axis == 2)&&(isfield(system{i}, 'mat2')) 
           ABCD = system{i}.mat2*ABCD; 






       else 
           ABCD = system{i}.mat*ABCD; 
       end 
    end 
end 
for i = length(system):-1:1   % backward propagation through system 
    if strcmp(system{i}.type,'thick lens') 
       % special provisions required for thick lens due to asymetry. 
       surf2 = curv_surf(1,system{i}.n_inner,-system{i}.R2); 
       inside_lens = free_space(system{i}.length,system{i}.n_inner); 
       surf1 = curv_surf(system{i}.n_inner,1,-system{i}.R1); 
       ABCD = surf1.mat*inside_lens.mat*surf2.mat*ABCD; 
    elseif strcmp(system{i}.type,'curved surface') 
       % special provisions required for curved surfaces due to asymetry. 
       R = -system{i}.RoC; 
       n1 = system{i}.n_i; 
       n0 = system{i}.n_f; 
       AoI1 = system{i}.AoI1_deg; 
       AoR1 = asind(n1/n0*sind(AoI1)); 
       AoI2 = system{i}.AoI2_deg; 
       AoR2 = asind(n1/n0*sind(AoI2)); 
       surf = curv_surf(n0,n1,R,AoR1,AoR2); 
       if (axis == 2)&&(isfield(system{i}, 'mat2')) 
           ABCD = surf.mat2*ABCD; 
       else 
           ABCD = surf.mat*ABCD; 
       end 
    elseif strcmp(system{i}.type,'mirror') 
       % only single "pass" through mirrors - skip for backward propagation 
    else 
       if (axis == 2)&&(isfield(system{i}, 'mat2')) 
           ABCD = system{i}.mat2*ABCD; 
       else 
           ABCD = system{i}.mat*ABCD; 
       end 
    end 
end 
  
A = ABCD(1,1); 
B = ABCD(1,2); 
C = ABCD(2,1); 
D = ABCD(2,2); 
re_part = (D-A)/(2*B);             % finds real part of initial q value 
im_part = sqrt(4-(A+D)^2)/(2*B);   % finds imaginary part of initial q value 
% stability parameter - cos(theta) (see Kogelnik and Li) 
stability = 0.5*(A+D); 
  
if isreal(im_part) 
    if im_part > 0 
        im_part = -im_part;   % if +ve solution is +ve, use -ve solution 
    end 
    init_q = 1/(re_part + 1i*im_part); 
else   % no solution (unstable resonator) 















function [q,d,waist_loc,waist_size,graphics] =... 
    propagate(wavelength,init_q,system,axis) 
% For use in Gaussian_beams.m. 
% Analyses the system, going through the components one by one to calculate the value of 
q throughout the system, as well as the waist size and locations. Initial beam q defined 
by init_q. All components of non-zero length (free space, GRIN lenses, thick lenses) are 
divided into segments and q is obtained for each segment. Other components are assumed 
to have zero length. Waist locations are determined when inside free space only. Returns 
q, d, waist locations and size, and locations of components 
% (used in Gauss_addgraphics.m) 
  
q = init_q;  % initial beam q parameter. Elements are appended to the 
             % end of q as the beam is propagated through the system. 
d = 0;    % propagation distance vector. Elements are appended to the 
          % end of d as the beam is propagated through the system. 
graphics.stops = 0;   % locations of each non-zero-length component 
segm = 500;   % number of segments for free space and GRIN lenses. 
                    % (divided by 5 for thick lens due to smaller lengths) 
graphics.x_b = [0;0;0;0];   % location of any grey boxes (n > 1 regions) 
waist_loc = []; 
waist_size = []; 
if nargin == 3;axis = 1;end   % assumes primary axis if none defined 
  
% propagate beam (calculate q and d) for each component in the system 
for i = 1:length(system)  
    % dividing components of non-zero length into segments 
    if strcmp(system{i}.type,'free space') 
        waist_dist = -real(q(length(q)));   % distance to waist 
        % if a waist lies in this section, record the location and size 
        if ((waist_dist >= 0)&&... 
                (system{i}.refInd*waist_dist < system{i}.length)) 
            waist_loc = [waist_loc,system{i}.refInd*waist_dist+... 
                graphics.stops(length(graphics.stops))]; 
            w_size = sqrt(imag(q(length(q)))*wavelength/pi()); 
            waist_size = [waist_size,w_size]; 
        end 
        for j = 1:segm 
            % propagate beam through free space. 
            q = [q,q(length(q))+system{i}.mat(1,2)/segm]; 
            d = [d,d(length(d))+system{i}.length/segm]; 
        end 
        % graph-related - mark for greying if n > 1 
        if system{i}.refInd > 1 
            graphics.x_b = [graphics.x_b,... 
                [graphics.stops(length(graphics.stops));... 
                graphics.stops(length(graphics.stops));... 
                graphics.stops(length(graphics.stops))+system{i}.length;... 
                graphics.stops(length(graphics.stops))+system{i}.length]]; 
        end 
        % graph-related - marks location of end of free space 
        graphics.stops = [graphics.stops,system{i}.length+... 
            graphics.stops(length(graphics.stops))]; 
         
    elseif strcmp(system{i}.type,'GRIN lens') 
        % marks start of GRIN lens in array; used for determining fill 
        % factor - applicable for laser crystals. Placed inside graphics  
        % for convenience 
        graphics.startloc = length(q); 
         
        % dividing GRIN lens into segments and calculating individually 
        l_segment = system{i}.length/segm; 
        n0 = system{i}.n0; 
        n2 = system{i}.n2(axis); 
        if (axis == 2)&&(length(system{i}.n2) == 2) % for secondary axis 
            n2 = system{i}.n2(2); 
        end 
        % recalculate lensing for each segment 
        A = cos(l_segment*sqrt(n2/n0)); 
        B = sin(l_segment*sqrt(n2/n0))/sqrt(n0*n2); 
 






        if n2 == 0; B = l_segment/n0;end    % for n2 = 0 case 
        C = -sqrt(n0*n2)*sin(l_segment*sqrt(n2/n0)); 
        D = cos(l_segment*sqrt(n2/n0)); 
        for j = 1:segm 
            % propagate beam through GRIN lens 
            q = [q, (A*q(length(q)) + B)/(C*q(length(q)) + D)]; 
            d = [d,d(length(d))+l_segment]; 
        end 
        % graph-related - marks GRIN lens for greying 
        graphics.x_b = [graphics.x_b,... 
            [graphics.stops(length(graphics.stops));... 
            graphics.stops(length(graphics.stops));... 
        graphics.stops(length(graphics.stops))+system{i}.length;... 
        graphics.stops(length(graphics.stops))+system{i}.length]]; 
        graphics.endloc = length(q);  % marks end of GRIN lens in array 
        % graph-related - marks location of end of GRIN lens 
        graphics.stops = [graphics.stops,... 
            graphics.stops(length(graphics.stops))+system{i}.length]; 
         
    elseif strcmp(system{i}.type,'thick lens') 
        % separates thick lens into the 3 parts - curved interfaces and 
        % free space propagation within the thick lens 
         
        % beam passing through curved interface into thick lens 
        surf1 = curv_surf(1,system{i}.n_inner,system{i}.R1); 
        q = [q, (surf1.mat(1,1)*q(length(q)) + surf1.mat(1,2))/... 
            (surf1.mat(2,1)*q(length(q)) + surf1.mat(2,2))]; 
        d = [d,d(length(d))]; 
         
        % beam propagating within the lens 
        inside_lens = free_space(system{i}.length,system{i}.n_inner); 
        for j = 1:segm/5   % divide into segments, 5x less than free space 
            % propagate beam through thick lens 
            q = [q,q(length(q))+inside_lens.mat(1,2)*5/segm]; 
            d = [d,d(length(d))+inside_lens.length*5/segm]; 
        end 
        % beam passing through curved interface out of thick lens 
        surf2 = curv_surf(system{i}.n_inner,1,system{i}.R2); 
        q = [q, (surf2.mat(1,1)*q(length(q)) + surf2.mat(1,2))/... 
            (surf2.mat(2,1)*q(length(q)) + surf2.mat(2,2))]; 
        d = [d,d(length(d))]; 
  
        % graph-related - marks thick lens for greying 
        graphics.x_b = [graphics.x_b,... 
            [graphics.stops(length(graphics.stops));... 
            graphics.stops(length(graphics.stops));... 
            graphics.stops(length(graphics.stops))+system{i}.length;... 
            graphics.stops(length(graphics.stops))+system{i}.length]]; 
        % graph-related - marks location of end of thick lens 
        graphics.stops = [graphics.stops,system{i}.length + ... 
            graphics.stops(length(graphics.stops))]; 
         
    else    % components with zero length 
        A = system{i}.mat(1,1); 
        B = system{i}.mat(1,2); 
        C = system{i}.mat(2,1); 
        D = system{i}.mat(2,2); 
        if (axis == 2)&&(isfield(system{i}, 'mat2')) 
            % use matrix for secondary axis if it exists, else use primary 
            A = system{i}.mat2(1,1); 
            B = system{i}.mat2(1,2); 
            C = system{i}.mat2(2,1); 
            D = system{i}.mat2(2,2); 
        end 
        % calculate q change due to component 
        q = [q, (A*q(length(q)) + B)/(C*q(length(q)) + D)]; 
        d = [d,d(length(d))]; 











    waist_loc2,waist_size2) 
% For use in Gaussian_beams.m. 
% Takes the "graphics" and beam waist data from propagate.m and applies to 
% current plot. "Graphics" corresponds to thick red lines that represent 
% component locations and greying of areas with n > 1. 
 
% draw semi-transparent boxes around areas with n > 1 
a = size(graphics.x_b); 
y_box = [-ax_max;ax_max;ax_max;-ax_max]; 
y_b = [0;0;0;0]; 
for i = 1:a(2)-1 




line([0,max(graphics.stops)],[0,0],'Color','k')   % centre line 
 
% draw thick red lines representing component locations at "stop" locations 
for i = 1:length(graphics.stops) 
    line([graphics.stops(i),graphics.stops(i)],[ax_max,... 
        -ax_max],'Color','b','LineWidth',1.5); 
end 
 
% draw dotted lines at the beam waists (inside free space components only) 
if nargin > 2 
    for i = 1:length(waist_loc) 
        line([waist_loc(i),waist_loc(i)],... 
            [waist_size(i),-waist_size(i)],'LineStyle',':','Color','k'); 
    end 
end 
if nargin > 4 
    for i = 1:length(waist_loc2) 
        line([waist_loc2(i),waist_loc2(i)],... 
            [waist_size2(i),-waist_size2(i)],'LineStyle',':','Color','k'); 





























function cf = curv_surf(n0,n1,R,AoI1,AoI2) 
% For use in Gaussian_beams.m. 
% Defines an interface object, with the beam passing from n0 to n1, with radius of 
curvature R [m]. Defaults as normal incidence for both angles; define one or both angles 
[degrees] to override. 
% Note: This is unnecessary for flat interfaces at normal incidence. 
  
cf.type = 'curved surface'; 
cf.RoC = R; 
cf.n_i = n0; 
cf.n_f = n1; 
  
if nargin == 3; AoI1 = 0; AoI2 = 0; end   % angle of incidence 
if nargin == 4; AoI2 = 0; end 
cf.AoI1_deg = AoI1; 
cf.AoI2_deg = AoI2; 
AoI1 = AoI1*pi()/180;   % degrees to radians 
AoI2 = AoI2*pi()/180; 
AoR1 = asin(n0/n1*sin(AoI1));   % angle of refraction 
AoR2 = asin(n0/n1*sin(AoI2)); 
 
% The following matrix form is from Paraxia. 
dn1 = (n1*cos(AoR1)-n0*cos(AoI1))/(cos(AoR1)*cos(AoI1)); 
dn2 = (n1*cos(AoR2)-n0*cos(AoI2))/(cos(AoR2)*cos(AoI2)); 
 
cf.mat = [cos(AoR1)/cos(AoI1),0;dn1/R,cos(AoI1)/cos(AoR1)]; 
if (AoI1 ~= AoI2) 




function space = free_space(L,n) 
% For use in Gaussian_beams.m. 
% Defines a free space propagation object of length L [m] and refractive index n. 
Defaults to vacuum (n = 1) if no refractive index is passed. 
  
space.type = 'free space'; 
space.length = L; 
if nargin == 1; 
    space.refInd = 1; 
elseif nargin == 2; 
    space.refInd = n; 
end 
space.mat = [1,L/space.refInd;0,1]; 
 
mirror.m: 
function mirror = mirror(R) 
% For use in Gaussian_beams.m. 
% Defines a mirror object of radius of curvature R [m]. Defaults to a flat mirror when 
no arguments are passed. 
  
mirror.type = 'mirror'; 
if nargin == 1; 
    mirror.RoC = R; 
else 
    mirror.RoC = Inf; 
end 








function quad = GRIN_lens(l,n0,n2,n2_2) 
% For use in Gaussian_beams.m. 
% Defines a gradient index (GRIN) lens object of length l [m], central 
% refractive index n0, and quadratically reducing refractive index with radius with 
equation: n(r) = n0 - 0.5*n2*r^2. Define both n2 (primary axis) and n2_2 (secondary 
axis) for astigmatic lenses. 
  
quad.type = 'GRIN lens'; 
quad.length = l; 
quad.n0 = n0; 
quad.n2 = n2; 
if n2 == 0   % for n2 = 0, revert to free space. 
    quad.mat = [1,l/n0;0,1]; 
else 
    quad.mat = [cos(l*sqrt(n2/n0)),sin(l*sqrt(n2/n0))/sqrt(n0*n2);... 
        -sqrt(n0*n2)*sin(l*sqrt(n2/n0)),cos(l*sqrt(n2/n0))]; 
end 
if nargin == 4;   % if the lens is astigmatic 
    quad.n2(2) = n2_2; 
    if n2_2 == 0    % for n2_2 = 0, revert to free space. 
       quad.mat2 = [1,l/n0;0,1]; 
    else 
       quad.mat2 = [cos(l*sqrt(n2_2/n0)),... 
          sin(l*sqrt(n2_2/n0))/sqrt(n0*n2_2);... 
          -sqrt(n0*n2_2)*sin(l*sqrt(n2_2/n0)),cos(l*sqrt(n2_2/n0))]; 




function thick = thick_lens(l,n2,R1,R2) 
% For use in Gaussian_beams.m. 
% Defines a thick lens object with a thickness of l [m], a refractive 
% index of n2, front radius of curvature R1 [m] and a back radius of 
% curvature of R2 [m]. 
% Note: For a convex-convex lens, R1 < 0 and R2 > 0. 
  
thick.type = 'thick lens'; 
thick.length = l; 
n_outer = 1;   % Refractive index outside the lens 
thick.n_inner = n2; 
thick.R1 = R1; 
thick.R2 = R2; 
  
% Defines the thick lens as two curved surfaces with a medium inside 
surf1 = curv_surf(n_outer,thick.n_inner,thick.R1); 
inside_lens = free_space(l,thick.n_inner); 
surf2 = curv_surf(thick.n_inner,n_outer,thick.R2); 
thick.mat = surf2.mat*inside_lens.mat*surf1.mat; 
 
thin_lens.m: 
function th_lens = thin_lens(f,f2) 
% For use in Gaussian_beams.m. 
% Defines a thin lens object of focal length f [m]. Define both f (primary axis) and f2 
(secondary axis) for astigmatic lenses. 
  
th_lens.type = 'thin lens'; 
th_lens.f = f; 
th_lens.mat = [1,0;-1/f,1]; 
if nargin == 2;   % if the lens is astigmatic  
    th_lens.f2 = f2; 












































































Appendix D: Pump diode data 
 
 






























Appendix E: Pockels cell data 
 
 












Appendix F: YAG Sellmeier equation 
 
The refractive index of YAG is higher than many laser hosts. The Sellmeier equation 
of YAG takes the form: 
 
 





where C = 2.2779 and 0 = 107
 nm, corresponding to the UV opacity of YAG [112]. The 
refractive index curve is plotted below in Figure F1: 
 
 
FIGURE F1: The refractive index of YAG as a function of wavelength. 
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